Furniture-Integrated Ambient Lighting by Peerless: glare-free lighting where it's never been possible before.

A 1989 study (the Steelcase® Office Environment Index) established eyestrain as the number one hazard in America's offices. A 1990 study by Cornell University established that glare-free lighting from lensed indirect fixtures dramatically reduces employee time loss from vision-related problems. Until now, the only lensed indirect lighting you could buy was permanently mounted to the ceiling or walls.

Now there's an alternative for low ceilings, or for when you're planning a move and you want to move the lighting with you.

For the first time, there's furniture-integrated lighting that meets the strictest standards for illuminating a VDT area. It was designed exclusively for Steelcase® systems furniture, with Softshine Optics as advanced as any Peerless has ever devised.

It combines gracefully with ceiling or wall-mounted lensed indirect fixtures. It delivers the right levels of glare-free illumination in a complete luminous environment.

If you need it, call us. Or talk to your lighting professional. Or see it at the Steelcase® showroom in Chicago.

Look closely at the photo. No glare on the VDTs or anything else, no hard shadows and smooth lighting on every surface.
Unsung Hero(in)es: Celebrating the Nontraditional Professional Career

Exact figures are hard to come by. A conservative estimate puts the ratio of AIA members active in alternative careers at one in six, a 50 percent increase over the last four years.

I know the appeal is there. A scheduled 1991 AIA convention panel billed as Alternative Careers Roundtable: Determining Your Professional Path, which some had expected to draw a handful of attendees, ended up filling a large hall with 300 enthusiastic participants (see RECORD, July 1991, page 71).

Years ago, while working for another publication, I wrote an editorial I called Unsung Heroes. The editorial dealt with those who, although trained as architects, now labor in a different part of the vineyard from those in private architectural practice. In reading over the other day what I wrote, it struck me how little, in some respects, had changed, and in other respects, how much.

For one thing, there are no longer just heroes; there are likewise heroines, or perhaps hero-persons. For another, new types of careers have emerged. There are those, such as Wesley Janz from Minneapolis, who consult with large corporations in the development of new products, packaging, and corporate graphics. Facilities management has evolved into a distinct career quite different in scope and responsibility from the days when this crucial job at corporations was held by someone who ordered buildings in the morning and paper clips in the afternoon. Some companies, such as Eli Lilly, have come up with the rather elegant sounding title for this position: “corporate architect.”

Other architecturally trained people have gone into apparel design, environmental design, crafts-making and, in the rather spectacular case of Harvey Gantt, senatorial politics. Then there are people such as Tony Abeck, Dennis Neeley, and, right here at McGraw-Hill, Griff Burgh, as well as the folks at Jung/Weber and others, who have dived into the often-treacherous waters of software design and marketing.

These are the new ones. The traditional alternate careers persist and flourish—teaching, journalism, research, public agencies, photography.

Few can aspire to the glamorous alternate careers of Jimmy Stewart or José Ferrer, both Princeton architecture-school graduates. But the allure persists for those who value the one great discipline an architectural education confers—the ability to create order out of a mass of disparate, often conflicting influences—but who prefer to march to a different drummer. The attraction blooms in a period of recession, when offices in private practice trim staff, and the possibility of a steadier paycheck in other fields beckons.

The career of architecture must be seen as more than private practice. It is the opportunity, for those with a common training ground, to influence every aspect of our environment. This wider view is essential in these turbulent times.

These men and women must not remain the unsung heroic figures of our profession. Stephen A. Kliment
From grand hotels to office buildings to shopping centers to restaurants, most any building can accommodate Sunbrella acrylic canvas or Sunbrella Firesist® canvas. Sunbrella Firesist® is made to the specifications of the National Fire Protection Association and the California Fire Marshal’s test.

Both fabrics are ideally suited for customized graphics, backlit or not. And indoors or out, our fabrics are perfect for everything from awnings to canopies to privacy screens to cabana covers, and we always have a design to suit. Sunbrella is available in 90 handsome solids, stripes and patterns—more than any other acrylic—and Sunbrella Firesist is available in 23 styles.
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Letters

Centennial

It is characteristic of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD to keep a steady eye on the future. That’s why I have to amend prefacing the Centennial issue with an editorial on educational architecture. Architects everywhere can count on your clearheaded reporting and your passion as invaluable resources in making a future not simply of more, but better. That’s enough reason to celebrate a job well done and to wish you another century of distinguished service.

James P. Cramer, Executive Vice President/Chief Executive Officer AIA

Congratulations—what a wonderful RECORD! Norman Foster, Architect London

What could have been an exciting Centennial issue is a visual disaster. Wide black horizontal lines, monocolored photographs, and lack of hierarchy discouraged me from even trying to find out if there is a message. Peter Van Dine, Architect San Francisco

I just finished reading “Future Talk” [July, pages 176-81]. I think you did a masterful job of capturing the positive spirit and concerns of the discussion. I do have one complaint, however, which is that my firm is improperly credited. I am a partner in a firm called Berke & McWhorter Architects. This partnership was formed over two years ago, and ironically, appeared correctly identified in the April issue of RECORD. I have long advocated greater acknowledgement of the collaborative nature of architecture in the media and within the profession itself. The perpetuation of the image of the architect as a solo genius/mythic hero, silhouetted against the setting sun, cape blowing in the wind, does us all a disservice.

Having now said my piece, I’d like to get a few more copies of the magazine, if possible. Deborah Berke, Architect New York City

Star search

I would hope that 20 more years will not pass before your magazine and others start to actively seek out “star-caliber” minority work to be published in your predominantly white publications. Please join the Illinois Chapter of the National Organization of Minority Architects in its effort to ensure that professional architectural publications cover past and current projects of minority architects.

There are several minority architects who have been elected to the College of Fellows by the AIA, and several minority architects who have received architectural awards for “star” projects around the country. How can these major accomplishments go unnoticed?

We are willing to help you discover America’s best-kept secret, “star-caliber” work done by architects who are minority in number but not in talent. We will help ourselves while we help you, by leading you to it. Ronald E. Garner, President, Illinois Chapter National Organization of Minority Architects Chicago

We welcome your help in identifying distinguished work by minority architects. At RECORD we follow a methodical, minority-blind process in seeking out deserving projects for publication.—Ed.

Calendar

September 17


September 24-November 1


September 25-26

“Capital Design Week,” 5th annual symposium on architecture and residential interior design, Washington Design Center, 100 12th St. S.W., Washington, D. C. 205/554-5053.

October 3-December 31


October 17-18

“Fulfilling the Promise of Mixed-Income Housing,” 19th Housing and Society Trust Annual Conference in conjunction with the Chicago Dwellings Association. Embassy Suites Hotel, Chicago. 617/328-3100.

October 17-19

“Designer’s Saturday,” International Design Center of New York, sponsored by Designers Saturday Inc. New York City. 212/826-3155.

October 20-23

Industrial Fabrics Association International Convention, Opryland Hotel, Nashville, Tenn. 612/222-2508.

October 28-31

Ohio

Polshek Invents Hall of Fame

Designing the National Inventors Hall of Fame in Akron, Ohio, “gave us the opportunity to do some inventing ourselves,” says Akron native James Stewart Polshek. The museum is the first building Polshek’s firm has planned for his home town. Guarding the main exhibit hall, which is submerged 35 feet below grade, is a long, sweeping stainless-steel wing, a circular fragment expressing infinity. The signature science exhibit is an active, 200-foot-high mass-dampening tower, designed by Ove Arup to demonstrate the stabilizing action of these devices. Along with the tower and underground Great Hall, the museum provides a visitors’ center, theater, cafe, and gift shop. It will sit at the gateway to the University of Akron, a major center for polymer chemistry research. Polshek is also working on a convention center and master plan for Akron. P. D. S.

Pennsylvania

Warhol’s 15 Minutes Get Permanent Museum

As befits Andy Warhol’s legacy as a pioneer of the union of industrial production and fine art, a new museum devoted to his work is planned for an industrial building in Warhol’s native Pittsburgh. Architect for the renovation of the seven-story, 70,000-sq-ft building, built in stages from 1911-22, is Richard Gluckman Architects of New York City, in association with UDA Architects of Pittsburgh. The renovation retains the existing structure and terra-cotta details, while interior planning accommodates galleries for permanent collection of 700 paintings, a large variety of Warhol’s prints and drawings, screening rooms for film and video, and an archive/library. Scheduled to open in the fall of 1993, the museum is a joint venture of the Dia Art Foundation, the Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, and the Carnegie Institute.
Indiana

Van Valkenburgh and Saitowitz Collaborate in Columbus

Mill Race Park, an 86-acre site on a floodplain of the White River at the western edge of Columbus, Indiana, is a joint project of landscape architect Michael Van Valkenburgh and architect Stanley Saitowitz. Van Valkenburgh proposes a new, perfectly circular lake, defined by a masonry walk and flowering trees, as a contrast to the winding river. An earthen amphitheater, drawn from Native American earthworks indigenous to the region, will rise above the flood plain. Along with the amphitheater stage and public buildings, Saitowitz has contributed a 90-foot concrete tower with exposed steel stairs, elevator, and viewing platform. The platform floor features a granite map of the city, which is visible beyond the park. P. D. S.

Australia

Massachusetts Firm Redesigns Perth Waterfront

The city of Perth in Western Australia has chosen Cambridge, Massachusetts-based architects Carr, Lynch, Hack & Sandell as winners of an international competition for the redesign of its two-mile riverfront. The main thrust of the winning plan, called Waterside Perth, unites the city with the Swan River shorefront by creating a series of parks, an urban beach, and a large crescent shaped promenade. The architects created a large island for botanical gardens and arts activities by carving a new creek through the water’s edge. In addition to recreational and tourist facilities, the plan includes Perth Center, a new commercial district, with offices, housing, retail, and transportation, as well as a new city hall in the existing civic center. A proposed World Environment Center, an education and research facility, serves as the project’s signature building.
Texas

Venturi and Scott Brown Head for the Playground

A multicolored facade, columns shaped as boys and girls from various cultures ("Caryakids"), and a playground greet visitors to Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates' proposed Mary Gibbs Jones Building for the Children's Museum of Houston. Clad primarily in cast stone, the 44,000-square-foot addition contains galleries, an auditorium, classrooms, and an art studio. A rhythm of arches in a spectrum of colors graces the two-story, clerestory-lit "Kid's Mall"—the focal point of the addition. The addition is scheduled to open in November 1992.

Wisconsin

State and Wright Foundation Join Forces at Taliesin

The State of Wisconsin and the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation have together established the Taliesin Preservation Commission, a private, nonprofit organization dedicated to the preservation of Taliesin in Spring Green, Wisconsin. The comprehensive effort encompasses not just Wright's house and studio, but also his nearby Hillside School, Midway Farm, Romeo and Juliet Windmill, and Tan-y-deri cottage, as well as the 600 acres on which these structures sit. A new center designed by Taliesin Associated Architects to handle the growing number of visitors—27,000 last year—is planned for an adjacent site. Robert Burley, a preservation architect from Vermont, was selected by the 20-member commission to administer the job. He describes the existing structures, built between 1897 and 1938, as suffering both from the normal deterioration of age and from inadequacies in their original construction. "Taliesin was a design laboratory for Wright, and he sometimes built more ambitiously than time and money allowed." On the other hand, Burley notes that "from a preservation viewpoint, the structures are in good shape. They've always been owned by Wright, or by the [Frank Lloyd Wright] Foundation, and so the building forms are intact, inside and out." To fund this large endeavor, the commission hopes to raise about $28 million from private and public sources. For its next project, the foundation may turn to Taliesin West. Nancy Levinson

Design

Briefs

Promise

A shut-down symbol of New York City's economic malaise could see daylight again. Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates has been tapped to renovate the Biltmore Theater, a landmark Art Deco theater that closed its doors four years ago and has since been damaged by fire and vandalism.

Disappointment

Things don't look so good for Daniel Libeskind's proposal for a museum in Berlin dedicated to that city's Jews. The city, strapped for cash following reunification and preparing an expensive bid for the 2000 Olympics, is putting the museum on hold for at least five years.

Helping out

The Partnership for the Homeless, a New York-based nonprofit corporation, has launched Furnish a Future, a new program that looks past the absolute basics of shelter. FAF will direct furniture from its Brooklyn warehouse to the Partnership's clients once they have found a home. FAF is reaching out to the design industry for tax-deductible donations: 718/875-5353.

Competitions

The Building Stone Institute has issued a call for entries in the 1991 Tucker Architectural Award Competition. Submissions can be made in six categories. Contact Lacy S. Vernon, President, Building Stone Institute, P. O. Box 5047, White Plains, New York 10602; 914/232-5725.
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Squeeze Play at Tiger Stadium?

In mid-July, a task force appointed by the Detroit Chapter of the AIA released its recommendation for a new Detroit Tigers baseball stadium. The present Tiger Stadium, erected in 1912, is ranked by the National Trust for Historic Preservation as one of America's Eleven Most Endangered Historic Places. The task force consisted of three board members of the Detroit Chapter, one of whom had participated in the 1978 renovation of Tiger Stadium and had sports-stadium expertise. Two renovation/preservation proposals, the Cochrane plan and the Birkerts/O'Neal plan, each projected to cost well under $100 million, were rejected, even though a new stadium could cost an estimated $200 million. (Although the task force's recommendation is nonbinding, the Tigers are eager for a new home and have threatened to leave Detroit.)

Jerry Shea, president of the Detroit Chapter, said that the structure of Tiger Stadium is "basically sound," but noted that the task force (which made just one trip to the site) had expressed concern for unforeseen problems, many of which surfaced during the 1978 renovation. One of the Tigers' main worries is parking. The existing facility has no parking lot, and there is concern about how introducing a projected 12,000-15,000 parking spaces for a new ballpark would affect the downtown neighborhood the Tigers have their eye on. Still, the Tigers lean toward a site a half-mile from Tiger Stadium. John Davids of TMP Associates, architect of the Cochrane plan, still hopes the old stadium can be saved. "Our whole thrust is that they don't need to spend that money on a new stadium." Maria L. Angeletti

Morphosis Splits Up

Michael Rotondi and Thom Mayne, the partners of Morphosis Architects in Los Angeles, have announced plans to "expand their range by pursuing their individual interests" as principals of their own firms. This architectural divorce was not brought on by economic adversity and is not an acrimonious one—not unrelated factors. Instead, the split shows how differences in approach can be resolved. Rotondi will pursue the relationship between architecture and other forms of visualization, such as the application of computers to graphics and the emerging technology known as virtual reality. To this end, he is teaming up with graphic designers April Greiman and Eric Martin and filmmaker Robert Greenberg to explore ways in which "the computer can be used to conceptualize space, not just produce drawings." Mayne, building on a base of four urban-design commissions currently under way at the office, is expanding his practice to include larger projects. "You might say Michael is growing inward, while I'm growing outward," says Mayne, who will continue the office and current projects under the Morphosis name. Aaron Betsky

Maintaining Model Research Center

Though U. S. government funding for American building research has been minimal, the French government established its Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bâtiment shortly after World War II. The government gives CSTB's five labs about $40 million annually for construction research and for testing products and procedures. In addition, basic research, the CSTB performs tests commissioned by manufacturers and sells reports of its research. For information: CSTB, 4 avenue de Rector-Poincaré, 7578 Paris Cedex 16, France. Richard Rush
District of Columbia

HUD to Regulate Overregulation

"Not in My Back Yard," a report issued in July by the White House-sponsored Advisory Commission on Regulatory Barriers to Affordable Housing, under Secretary of Housing and Urban Development Jack Kemp, pointed its finger at three hurdles to affordability: "an increasingly expensive and time-consuming permit-approval process," "exclusionary zoning," and "well-intentioned laws aimed at protecting the environment and other features of modern life." The panel proposed a batch of recommendations to loosen the hand of what Kemp calls "eco-bureaucrats" on the collar of beleaguered builders.

Pennsylvania

State Ruling Jeopardizes Landmark Laws Across U. S.

In a surprise ruling July 10, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court struck down Philadelphia's historic-preservation law, declaring it unconstitutional under the Pennsylvania Constitution. In United Artists Theater Circuit Inc. v. City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia Historical Commission, in which the plaintiff sought to divide the interior of the Boyd Theater, an Art Deco movie palace (photo below), into a multiplex cinema, the court held that landmark designation constitutes the taking of private property without just compensation. The ruling "came out of the blue," says Jack Kerr, a board member of the National Center for Preservation Law. Two lower-court rulings and the briefs before the court were "based on statutory considerations. The court went out of its way to rule on constitutional grounds." Because a ruling based on a state constitution precludes a challenge in U. S. Supreme Court, the Philadelphia Commission, backed by state and national politicians, has asked the court for a rarely granted reconsideration, its only recourse. Even if the judges reverse themselves, says Kerr, the ruling—which cannot serve as a precedent in other states—"is a roadmap for property owners on how to get around their state constitution." Laurie Beckelman, who heads New York City's Landmarks Preservation Commission, notes that although New York City's law has withstood tests in state and federal courts, "I'm very concerned with the impact of this ruling on landmark laws across the nation." Meanwhile, the Philadelphia Historical Commission has indefinitely postponed scheduled designation hearings. "No one's optimistic," says Chairman Richard Tyler. P. D. S.

Peter Hoffmann
Decorative vinyl wallcoverings in a new range of upscale prints, bright and warm colorations, and distinctive borders are a far cry from the once-ubiquitous beige burlap look. Specification-grade vinyls successfully pass the most stringent flame and toxicity tests, such as California Fire Marshal and New York City’s Materials and Equipment Acceptance Division requirements. The industry is confident that its products also will meet the proposed emission standards of the State of Washington, which will establish permitted air-quality levels for interior furnishings. (Currently being developed, these protocols will measure offgassing of materials after a 30-day air-out period.) The patterns and textures shown here add a large measure of tactile and visual interest to even the most institutional of spaces (and help hide the inevitable dings). All are Class A rated per ASTM E84 and come in easy-to-install 54-in. widths. J. F. B.

300. Design elements from rice paper, stone, sponge painting, and burnished metal are used in new Guard patterns. Columbus Coated Fabrics.

301. Embossing gives a layered appearance to LX in Weave, Mesh, and Build-Up patterns. Innovations in Wallcoverings.


303. Vizcaya is a nondirectional flow of scrolls and textures in saturated deep tones, gilding. Forbo-Victrex.

304. Large- and mid-scale designs in the Signature 54 line come in over 100 colors. J. M. Lynne.

305. Volume IV prints such as Ferucci come in colorways that complement other interior finishes. Koroseal Wallcoverings.

306. Self-adhesive Belbin wall surfacing comes in photorealistic motifs. C. I. Kasei.


308. A hospital playroom enlivened by a custom border from the Guard-By-Request program. Columbus Coated Fabrics.

309, 310. Two new patterns shown in healthcare settings: a cozy floral from the Essex Living Environments line, and a Bolta Source 54 landscape print. GenCorp Polymer Products.
Patterned wallcoverings add warmth to institutional environments—and are an economical upgrade in a competitive market.
Practice This Month

The theme this month is basic: how to run a design business—especially ways to deal with root financial problems and issues confronting architects in the current economy:

• **Pricing Services.** On this page, management consultant Peter Piven takes a new look at how to get better fees for your work.

• **Construction Volume Update.** McGraw-Hill economist George Christie predicts how much work is likely and what kind.

• **Getting Paid.** Architect and attorney Timothy Twomey describes how to improve your chances of collecting those fees.

• **Marrying Kind.** Architect Bradford Perkins tells you how to know when selling out or buying another firm makes sense and how to go about it when it does.

• **Specification Series: Carpets.** Specifier Katherine Freeman outlines considerations that will assure the carpet you call for is the one you want.

• **Biting the Bullet.** Computer expert Kristine Fallon shows how basic applications can improve your practice by discussing experiences of architects and others in two areas: multimedia and automated instruction.

If all else fails, one architect interviewed by Perkins has perhaps found the ultimate solution to running a business. He sold it to another firm that likes running businesses and lets him get back to why he went into the profession in the first place: to design. Charles K. Hoyt

**By Peter Piven**

The current perception of the marketplace for architectural services is:

1. Most markets have dried up;
2. All the rest have become more competitive;
3. As a consequence, the ability to get adequate compensation for services has declined.

The evidence is clear that some segments of the domestic marketplace have declined substantially, particularly those commercial and residential projects generated by developers. Some markets, however, have remained relatively stable, especially in the educational and corporate fields, and others have been growing—particularly health faculties and research laboratories. But those markets have seen increased competition for commissions as firms with historic strengths and interests in other markets that have temporarily disappeared cross over to seek work where it still exists.

The supply-demand relationship applies as much to architectural services as it does to any other sector of the economy. Supply in excess of demand drives down price. While increasing the number of firms competing, firms crossing over use low fees as a way of entering a market in which they may lack experience—a typical posture for entry-level firms in any field. And the broad mid-range of the institutional/corporate/governmental marketplace was the most competitive even before the new pressures, with the largest number of firms going after each project.

**Three types of markets and firms**

If we view the marketplace as segmented according to what clients seek and, therefore, what firms offer, we can identify three kinds of markets and firms:

**Mr. Piven is a management consultant with the Coxe Group in Philadelphia.**

- Strong idea
- Strong service
- Strong delivery

**Value pricing in strong-service firms**

Much of the market that has remained active today falls into the strong-service segment. Traditionally, 60 to 70 percent of firms in practice were this kind of firm; crossovers have increased the percentage. The design methods of a strong-service firm emphasize the management process that coordinates comprehensive, multidiscipline talents and services until the client's problem is solved and the project is built. The technology is time-intensive. Firms must take this into account in pricing services to ensure adequate compensation.

Value pricing means that architects are compensated on the basis of the value they bring to the assignment as they should be and not just on the cost of the effort. But the value differs and the market says that the more people that can provide the service, the lower the value—a classic demonstration of the supply-demand model.

How, then, do you move from effort to value pricing? For strong-service firms, what counts is differentiating their services from their competitors’ on the basis of quality and/or other characteristics, but not on price. First they must be selected and then they try to negotiate better fees for bringing value that others do not.

*Continued on page 153*
The Decline Stops Here
Construction Economy Update

By George A. Christie

To update the Dodge/Sweet's 1991 Outlook, construction-contracting data for the first half of the year warrant two interpretations of how things stand.

A simple year-to-date match-up with 1990 puts the situation in its worst light: the total value of new starts at the end of six months was a dismal 16 percent less than for the penning half of 1990. However, closer inspection shows that 1991's second quarter bought a small improvement. It wasn't much—contracting in the second quarter averaged 2 percent more than in the first—but the importance was in the change of direction. After six consecutive quarters of decline (beginning with the fourth quarter of 1989), even a small gain is welcome.

The reversal of the Dodge Index of construction contracting happened under promising circumstances. The economy is pulling out of recession, inflation is under control, and interest rates are workable. In this context it can be said that the first half of 1991 began with the end of one building cycle, and ended with the beginning of a new one.

Because the Dodge Index measures contacts to build, not building, the key measures of the construction market will be out of sync for a couple of quarters. This usually happens at the cyclical turning points, and it's what is coming up next. Through most of the second half of 1991, when contracting for new construction will be rising, expenditures for construction put in place, as well as for shipments of building products, will continue to decline. Due to the shrinking volume of construction started late in 1990 and early in 1991, current spending for labor and materials won't bottom out for several months.

The upturn of contracting starting in the spring should result in stabilized employment and materials demand before year-end. In 1992, all macro measures of construction activity will again be heading in the same direction...this time up.

However, for 1991 as a whole, total construction-contract value will finish in the negative column again despite the prospect for continuous gain in the quarters ahead. A full-year total of $226.5 billion of newly started projects, 8 percent less than in 1990, will leave the Dodge Index at an estimated 144 for the whole of 1991. With half the year behind us, the main concern of this Second Update of the 1991 Outlook for construction contracting is the contrast between the two halves of this "turnaround year" and the prospects for the second half.

Housing: the leading edge
Two generalizations are enough to summarize the outlook for the biggest of all the construction sector's submarkets: (1) housing is where construction cycles usually begin, and this one is no exception; (2) there are two housing markets (one-family and multifamily), but only one of them has the capability of short-term improvement.

The reversal for total housing starts is the most positive event so far in 1991, and that occurred early in the year. Starts hit bottom in January at an annualized rate of 850,000 units—just about where the 1982 crash came to rest. By mid-1991, the rate of starts had improved by 15 percent. Despite this recovery, however, the June rate for starts barely exceeded 1 million units, and the average for the first half came to only 900,000 units, 10 percent fewer than in the previous six months. At this point, if the total of housing starts for all of 1991 were even to equal the historic lows of 1982 and 1975, the second half would have to show an improbable 40 percent improvement over the first half. Qualitatively, however, 1991's smaller total—now estimated at an even 1 million units—offers a higher proportion of single-family units than the former cyclical lows.

Multifamily outlook bleak
The prospect for near-term improvement in multifamily development is close to zero. This side of the housing market was already in steep decline before either the credit crisis or the recession compounded its oversupply problems. Between 1985 and 1989, under relatively favorable economic and credit conditions, annual starts of apartments and condos declined by 50 percent to 400,000 units. Since 1989, the breakdown of the banking industry has led to a further 50 percent decline.

The economy's recovery from its recent recession won't help the multifamily housing market much since it doesn't address the basic problems of oversupply or lender resistance. A nominal second-half improvement should result in a full-year total of 200,000 units in 1991.

Singles: half a recovery is better than none
In the single-family house market, the challenge is to regain the 1-million-unit volume of the 1980s. It's a long way back to where this business was not very long ago.

For seven years (1983 through 1989), a supportive combination of demographics and affordability sustained single-family house
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building at an uncharacteristically steady million-unit-a-year pace. The credit crunches of 1989 (S&Ls) and 1990 (commercial banks) changed all that. Single-family starts fell to an average of 825,000 units. And in the first half of 1991 they sagged below 700,000 in the first quarter before recovering a bit in the second.

How much improvement can be expected in 1991's second half? Demographics haven't changed, and a backlog of pent-up demand—perhaps for 200,000 single-family houses—exists beyond the current need for a million units annually. The recession's conclusion is restoring consumer confidence, according to opinion surveys, and low inflation spurs buying, as confirmed by buoyant sales of existing houses.

Credit (not just mortgage money or construction loans) is the immediate impediment to even a partial recovery of the housing market. Cleaning up the mess that real estate lending became in the 1980s will retard the recovery of house building to half its customary pace this time around. Even at that, single-family housing will be the dynamic part of the construction sector for the time being as starts advance to an average rate of 900,000 units in the second half of 1991.

**Beyond 1991**

Supply issues—the oversupply of multifamily units and the scarcity of development funds for singles—will continue to inhibit the expansion of total housing starts well beyond the current year. For 1991, even the estimation of 1 million units (800,000 single, 200,000 multi) seems like a stretch at this point, since it would require a fourth-quarter rate of as much as 1.15 million units. If this can be achieved, a 1992 total of between 1.2 million and 1.225 million units (a year-to-year gain of 20 percent or more) is within reach. As in 1991, most of next year's potential will be in one-family houses.

**Commercial and industrial building: wait 'till next year ... or the year after**

One of the lessons learned from previous building cycles is that it would be unrealistic to look for a revival of commercial and industrial building for at least a year after the conclusion of a general recession.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1991 Regional Estimates</th>
<th>Dodge Construction Potentials</th>
<th>Second update 7/91</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Construction Contract Value (millions of $)</strong></td>
<td><strong>1990</strong></td>
<td><strong>1991</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Northeast</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial and Manufacturing</td>
<td>$ 8,995</td>
<td>$ 7,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional and Other</td>
<td>8,900</td>
<td>8,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$17,895</td>
<td>$15,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbuilding Construction</td>
<td>$ 9,818</td>
<td>$ 9,975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Family Houses</td>
<td>$ 9,857</td>
<td>$ 9,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily and Nshkgp.</td>
<td>3,741</td>
<td>3,325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$13,598</td>
<td>$12,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>$41,311</td>
<td>$38,475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North Central</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial and Manufacturing</td>
<td>$11,928</td>
<td>$ 9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional and Other</td>
<td>9,381</td>
<td>9,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$21,309</td>
<td>$18,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbuilding Construction</td>
<td>$10,924</td>
<td>$10,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Family Houses</td>
<td>$17,729</td>
<td>$18,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily and Nshkgp.</td>
<td>4,574</td>
<td>3,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$22,303</td>
<td>$21,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>$54,486</td>
<td>$50,725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South Atlantic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial and Manufacturing</td>
<td>$ 9,303</td>
<td>$ 6,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional and Other</td>
<td>7,727</td>
<td>8,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$17,030</td>
<td>$15,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbuilding Construction</td>
<td>$ 8,519</td>
<td>$ 8,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Family Houses</td>
<td>$19,942</td>
<td>$19,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily and Nshkgp.</td>
<td>4,794</td>
<td>3,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$24,736</td>
<td>$22,195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>$50,285</td>
<td>$45,925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South Central</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial and Manufacturing</td>
<td>$ 6,002</td>
<td>$ 5,225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional and Other</td>
<td>5,266</td>
<td>5,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$11,268</td>
<td>$11,125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbuilding Construction</td>
<td>$ 8,405</td>
<td>$ 8,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Family Houses</td>
<td>$10,917</td>
<td>$11,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily and Nshkgp.</td>
<td>1,315</td>
<td>1,125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$12,232</td>
<td>$12,775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>$31,905</td>
<td>$32,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>West</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial and Manufacturing</td>
<td>$13,030</td>
<td>$10,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional and Other</td>
<td>9,441</td>
<td>9,325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$22,471</td>
<td>$19,475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbuilding Construction</td>
<td>$12,297</td>
<td>$12,075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Family Houses</td>
<td>$25,034</td>
<td>$22,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily and Nshkgp.</td>
<td>7,581</td>
<td>4,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$32,615</td>
<td>$27,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>$67,383</td>
<td>$57,370</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Employment growth needed to fill empty offices is notoriously slow to rebound as firms exert cost controls to restore profitability. The unemployment rate, now crowding 7 percent, isn't likely to retreat below 6 percent for another year or two.
- Recessions leave the manufacturing sector with excess capacity, and capacity utilization is currently only 77 percent.
- Shopping-center development, which is a derivative of house building, needs a solid recovery of the housing market as a stimulus.

For these reasons, even under ordinary circumstances, the recovery sequence of the construction cycle leaves commercial and industrial building out of the action for at least the first year. And 1991 could hardly be called "ordinary circumstances."

This time the lag is apt to be longer than usual for reasons that predate the recent recession: the commercial-building market was in distress long before the economy's 1990-91 setback. Overdevelopment in the mid-'80s building boom, which had been "subsidized" by accelerated depreciation, distorted normal supply/demand relationships.

Even before tax reform restored full depreciation, soaring vacancy rates prompted a determined cutback of new construction (especially, but not exclusively, office buildings) in an attempt to restore balance. But once recession set in, demand for commercial space fell as fast as supply could be reduced. To make matters worse, the S&L bailout leaves the Resolution Trust Corporation with 1,300 office buildings, 600 shopping centers, and nearly 200 hotels to unload on any terms it can negotiate.

Just how long it takes for the commercial/industrial building sector to recover from the chaotic condition of the 1980s is a subject for next fall's 1992 Outlook. But it is apparent that this market will not fulfill its traditional role of "second-stage booster" next year. For the nearer term, the coming and going of the 1990-91 recession finally established the bottom of the commercial/industrial slide in 1991's first half at just under $40 billion (annualized rate). Stability
Getting Paid

By Timothy Twomey

Each of these suggestions can improve your chances of getting paid on time—or getting paid in court, if necessary. They are not exhaustive nor applicable without modifying them to suit your own circumstances.

1. Do no work without a contract
Describe, at a minimum, services to be provided, compensation to be paid, and when payments will be made. Because it takes time to consider and negotiate a comprehensive agreement—which may not be available before starting work—some architects have simple, standard client-commitment letters for almost any circumstance. These letters include essential minimal terms and conditions. A quick fax to the client of the appropriate letter, with the client’s executed return fax, can be simple and fast, and is much better than having no written agreement at all.

2. Get an advance against final payment
The amount should equal at least the anticipated billings during the two largest consecutive billing periods.

3. Bill more often than monthly
For example, bill every two weeks, or bi-monthly. A short billing cycle and the right to suspend services for nonpayment (see item 6) will reduce your financial exposure.

4. Include dispute-resolution procedure
Require in your agreement that the client advise you in writing (in a defined short period of time) of any good-faith dispute with all or any portion of your invoice. State that all amounts not disputed must be paid when due, while disputed amounts do not become due until the dispute is resolved. While this allows clients to avoid payments on disputed amounts until the dispute is resolved, it also assures prompt payment of amounts not in dispute.

5. Require disputes to be mediated first
This is usually only warranted on large projects. The mediator’s decision should be binding on the parties, but not on a court or arbitration panel that may later hear the dispute. This will protect your cash flow somewhat in the face of a client’s bad-faith dispute, while not hampering either party’s right to finally settle the dispute by litigation or arbitration.

6. Say you can suspend services
As long as the agreement establishes payment-due dates and clearly provides a dispute procedure (see item 4), saying you will suspend services for slow payment is reasonable and may overcome your natural reluctance to do it. Also state that you will incur no liability for damages or delay to the client and that the client will indemnify you against claims by third parties alleging damages or delay incurred by them.

7. Get stop-and-start costs
This should apply whether it is the client or you who suspends work. The schedule and your fees for work afterward should also be adjusted to account for the suspension period.

8. Put a penalty on overdue amounts
This is often referred to as interest. But you are not lending money to the client. Refer to this penalty as a service charge.

9. Put copyright notices on all documents
This may enhance your ability to prevent unauthorized use.

10. Make document use contingent on payment
This bars nonpaying clients from using your drawings, specs, and other documents.

11. Make your certificates contingent on payment
This should include all certificates, whether to the client, the contractor, lenders, or building officials for certificates of substantial completion, building permits, or certificates of occupancy.

12. Choose arbitration over litigation
Generally, though not always, arbitration is quicker and costs less than litigation, and disputes have a better chance of being resolved appropriately by arbitrators who are knowledgeable about construction.

Mr. Twomey is an architect and partner in the Boston law firm of Goldstein & Manello, concentrating on the building-design and construction industry.
Sample Contract Provisions
You may want to use the following contract provisions as guidelines:

**Client's right to dispute invoices**
If the Client disputes in good faith all or any portion of any statement from the Design Professional, the Client shall notify the Design Professional of the nature of the dispute, in writing within ten days of receipt of the disputed statement. Such written notice shall clearly indicate the portion of the statement that the Client disputes and shall include a reasonably detailed explanation of the reasons for the dispute. Remaining, undisputed portions of each statement shall be paid by the Client within thirty days of the Client's receipt.

Amounts so disputed shall be deemed not due to the Design Professional and the Client shall not be required to make payment of any amount disputed in good faith by the Client in the manner and within the period of time set forth above until the matter in dispute has been resolved either by the parties or pursuant to the dispute-resolution provisions of this Agreement. If the resolution indicates that the Design Professional is entitled to be paid all or any portion of such disputed amount, then such amount to be paid to the Design Professional shall be due and payable within thirty days after resolution of the matter, together with interest thereon at the rate provided for in this Agreement, from the date such amount could have been due the Design Professional had the Client not so disputed such amount.

Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to give the Client's right to later dispute the validity of any statement after payment has been made unless it involves a dispute that has been finally resolved pursuant to applicable dispute-resolution provisions of this Agreement.

**Mediation of invoice disputes**
Should the Client fail to pay the Design Professional in accordance with the provisions of the previous sentence, then the Design Professional shall be entitled to exercise such applicable rights as may be set forth in this Agreement. The written recommendation of the mediator shall not be introduced into evidence by either party in any arbitration, litigation, or other proceeding except by the Design Professional and for the limited purpose of establishing a basis of the Design Professional's defense to any claim or allegation asserted by the Client that the Design Professional was not entitled to exercise such rights.

**Suspension of services for nonpayment**
Timely payment by the Client of amounts due the Design Professional shall constitute a condition precedent to the Design Professional's continued performance of its obligations under this Agreement. At the Design Professional's election, the Design Professional may treat a failure to pay the Design Professional as a suspension by the client of the Design Professional's services. The Design Professional shall notify the Client in writing if such election is made. If such election is made, the Design Professional shall be paid and shall have such rights as are otherwise set forth in this Agreement. In the event of such election, the Design Professional shall have no liability to the Client for delay or damages caused by the Client because of such suspension of services, and the Client agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to indemnify and defend the Design Professional, using counsel satisfactory to the Design Professional, from and against all claims and threat of claims by third parties, and all liabilities, losses, damages, judgments, awards, and costs related thereto including, but not limited to, court costs and attorneys' fees, caused by such third parties because of such suspension of services.

**Demobilization and remobilization expenses**
In each case of suspension of the Design Professional's services, whether by the Client for the Client's convenience, or on account of a failure by the Client to pay the Design Professional timely an amount due pursuant to this Agreement, the Client shall pay the Design Professional's reasonable demobilization expenses actually incurred. Upon recommencement of the Design Professional's services following such suspension, the Client shall, in addition to all other payments required to be made to the Design Professional pursuant to this Agreement, reimburse the Design Professional for reasonable recommencement expenses actually incurred by the Design Professional on account of such recommencement.

The Design Professional's compensation for services unperformed as of the date of such suspension, and the schedule, if any, for the performance of the Design Professional's services shall, upon recommencement of such services, be equitably adjusted to account for the period of such suspension.

**Service charge on overdue amounts**
Payments on account of services rendered and expenses incurred not made when due shall be subject to a service charge until paid at the lower of the legal rate or the rate otherwise set forth in this Agreement.

This article is intended as a discussion of legal principles and possibilities and should not substitute for legal advice in specific contract situations.
Marrying Kind

By Bradford Perkins

With all the negative press on corporate mergers, architects may find it easy to forget that a merger or an acquisition can be an effective strategy—even for a small firm. Still, they are common in the design professions. Why? Some more usual motivations:

Cashing in the chips
Many professionals find that they near the end of their careers without any way to get their capital out or to have their firm continue on without them. Merging with or being acquired by another firm is often the only real option without an ownership-transition plan. In other firms, the principals fear they have peaked in inspiration or income, or they are losing control to subordinates.

Filling out the line-up
Few firms—especially smaller ones—have all of the leadership skills to build a successful practice. Some find that the best candidates to fill out the line-up already have firms of their own.

New markets to conquer
Sometimes the firm lacks leadership in a new market it wants to enter. Acquiring an established team and track record is often the only cost-effective or quick way to compete. This is often true if the firm seeks work in new geographic areas, but it is even more important when it wants to offer a new type of service or do a new building type. In the last decade, a new variant of this approach has appeared as major foreign competitors have bought some of this country’s best-known firms. Not only do they want to enter the U.S. market, but they find American expertise very marketable in their own countries. And whenever there is demand, firms willing to sell appear.

New mountains to climb
Not all firms want simply to expand the services offered. Others want a new or expanded challenge. Some smaller firms sell to be able to swim in a bigger pond; some mid-sized firms want something to occupy and interest their maturing middle-level management; and still others—large and small—sell to have the resources to compete for more challenging projects.

What buyers look for
Probably the best recent study on design-firm merger and acquisition activity was completed last year by consultants Mark Zweig & Associates. Of the 1,500 design firms polled, it found that:

- There was broad interest in pursuing mergers and/or acquisitions, and the high level of activity will probably increase.
- Most of the interest was between firms in the same professional discipline (architects in other architects, engineers in engineers, etc.) in new geographic areas—particularly Washington, D. C., and the Southeast. Understandably, most firms appear to want to stick with what they know to reduce risk.
- Most buyers were looking for firms of similar or smaller size, but almost 20 percent were interested in larger firms.

Caution!
Zweig’s and other studies discuss a number of recurring issues, including:

Distress sales: Desperate situations are the worst for selling, but are common for sellers who have a major problem or fear of future ones. In such sales, retiring partners often get a multiple-year employment commitment, rather than a rapid retirement.

Time, distraction, and loss of privacy: Mergers and acquisitions often take three to 12 months to consummate and, in many cases, fall through. The process is time-consuming, requires exposure of all of the firm’s skeletons and private information, and is psychologically draining. The selling firm often feels in limbo and has difficulty keeping staff and the practice going.

Cultural conflict: The major assets of any professional firm go home every night. After a poorly managed acquisition, the personnel may go home and stay home. CRSS’s acquisition of EPRD is only one instance in which a major firm evaporated shortly afterward. All design firms have their own personality that is difficult to integrate into others. This is probably the major cause of failure for mergers and acquisitions.

Becoming a team: One of the most difficult adjustments, however, is not cultural. It is the difficulty that acquiring firms have in accepting their acquisitions in leadership roles. Conversely, there is the difficulty acquired-firm principals have in adjusting to being merely senior employees. Failing to build a united team leads to the mushroom syndrome: “They kept us in the dark, covered us with manure, chopped off our heads, and finally canned us.” Of all the team-building problems, probably the most difficult is to integrate a design “star” into an existing organization lacking a strong design tradition. Because architecture is more art than business, egos and psychology cause serious problems if ignored. What leads to a successful merger or acquisition?

Mr. Perkins is an architect, frequent contributor to RECORD, and principal in Perkins Geddis Eastman in New York.
A brief marriage manual for firms of all sizes that suspect a merger or acquisition may be their best proposal.

Knowing what you're doing

Once consummated, a merger or acquisition may be difficult to undo. Make sure it takes place within the framework of a well-thought-out plan, after a thorough review of the options, and only for very good reasons. One successful recent merger of a smaller firm into a larger one is the Deerfield, Illinois-based OWP&P's acquisition of the Chicago office of John Macasai & Associates.

Says Macasai: "I was at a stage of my career and life when I had to decide whether I was going to retire and spend my time writing, teaching, painting, and consulting, or again enjoy doing architecture. In the previous few years, I had spent too much of my time on administration. I was the only one bringing in new business. It was clear that rather than being able to work hard, do good work, and still fund my retirement, I was funding assurance premiums. This isn't a unique problem among small firms. When the opportunity of being acquired presented itself, my associates and I realized that we could continue practicing our profession . . . without administrative hassles." A wrong motivation by the seller, acceptable to the buyer, makes acquisitions work.

As for Max Bond, head of one of the country's leading minority-owned architectural firms and dean of the City College of New York's architectural school, a crisis occurred when a long-time partner decided to retire. "For me to be dean and run my office was going to be impossible. I had several options. I could disband the firm completely and be an academic, or I could work with somebody."

In a breakfast discussion with long-time friend Lewis Davis of Davis Brody & Associates, the idea of coming together came up. Even with a long personal relationship, however, both firms carefully talked through the issues to confirm that their initial enthusiasm was truly based on mutual goals, common professional approaches, and a clear business plan.

Researching thoroughly

A hurried courtship can lead to horrendous factual surprises during the honeymoon. One national firm is still reeling from the financial impact of the liabilities it inherited the cost of buying rather than building from scratch. A patient firm may hire a few key people, invest the effort, and duplicate an acquisition at a lower or equal cost—more of which is likely to be tax deductible.

3. Literal worth. The buyer looks at how long it will take to recoup the purchase price, either through the acquired firm's earnings or the increased profit of the combined firms. Because earnings are uncertain in the profession, price may be partially contingent on actual future earnings. Multiples of four- to six-times average projected profits are not unusual starting points for a price, but any multiple depends on the reliability of projections. Most must be discounted. Firms also often have some net worth (the difference between their real assets less their real liabilities). In some cases, acquiring firms are interested primarily in the on-going business rather than the net worth. Some deals separate the assets and the liabilities into a separate pool from which payout depends on receivables collected as payables are paid. Others discount the receivables or ask for guarantees.

4. Considerations such as responsibility for tax liabilities, pension payments, deferred income, on-going obligations, and the role of the selling principals.

Getting down to negotiations

Get good advice. The business, legal, and tax issues need expertise from the few people qualified in the special needs of the profession. Limit the working group to a small number of people from each firm and to a well-thought-out schedule so that negotiations do not paralyze either the buyer or seller. Possibly make a formal understanding for when a merger or acquisition may not work out—a prenuptial agreement. Remember that fairness is essential. If a deal is not good for both parties, it will be seriously or fatally flawed.

So what does this have to do with the practice of architecture and design excellence? While architecture is a very personal profession, it is also a team sport. Very little good architecture is built and very few successful architectural careers develop without the support of an effective team. Successful mergers and acquisitions can be one way to build it. ■
Specification Series: Commercial Carpet

Tufted pile with staple-cut and continuous filaments for AT&T's Atlanta offices by Thompson, Ventulett, Stainback.

By Katherine Freeman

Architects specifying carpet for commercial installation can choose from a wide array of products and construction types. Here are some major issues in specifying woven and tufted carpet for stretch-in, direct glue-down and double glue-down (both carpet and cushion) installation. These are coordinated with the guide specification (opposite page). A more detailed data sheet can also be used.

Such detail is especially crucial for large or complex projects, on which many manufacturers will bid to produce the carpet materials, or for projects requiring custom materials because it helps assure that all products will be equal in quality and appearance. Not specifically covered are fusion-bonded carpet, carpet tile, or hand-tufted carpets, although many considerations listed here apply to these types as well.

Fiber Selection: Carpet performance largely depends on choosing the appropriate fiber for your installation. Compare the choices: Wool is most usually specified for commercial installations. Many different types of nylon fiber are available. Each has specific properties and you need to compare the performance benefits among them. For best quality control, insert the nylon-fiber trade name in the data sheet. You are not excessively reducing competition among mills by semiproprietary selection; most mills have access to many major nylon-fiber types.

Specify whether the fiber is continuous-filament or staple-cut. Continuous-filament generally wears better, but staple-cut has a more wool-like appearance. Manufacturers also make carpet from other fiber types, such as polypropylene (olefin) and acrylic. Many are suitable for residential or very light commercial work, but may not withstand heavy traffic.

Yarn construction and dyeing: Manufacturers spin fibers into plys, which are long strands of yarndike material. They may produce a single-ply yarn or spin them into two- or three-ply yarns for carpet. The size, type, and amount of twist given the yarns will determine many visual and performance characteristics of the finished product.

Dyeing methods: There are many methods of dyeing carpet materials, such as solution dyeing, yarn dyeing, and piece dyeing, to name a few. The dyeing process can occur at many stages of construction, from the raw fiber to the finished piece of carpet. The type of dyeing process will influence the color, colorfastness, and the size of the dye lot, as well as many aspects of appearance. In general, carpet manufacturers determine the appropriate dye method for the standard products they produce. Custom carpets with specific dye-lot sizes for color consistency or a high level of dye performance and colorfastness may require alternate dye methods. Discuss with the manufacturers and specify when required.

Carpet construction: Woven carpets and tufted carpets are the primary types specified for most commercial installations. Woven carpets are the traditional method of carpet construction. Different weaving processes (or loom types) such as Axminster, Jacquard, or Wilton, weave the yarn into the backing of the carpet. This produces a heavy, well-integrated construction and, generally, long wear-life. Large-scale patterns with many colors require the flexibility of an Axminster loom to achieve the proper distribution of yarns.

Tufting was developed as a faster and less-expensive method of construction. In the tufting process, yarn is punched through a primary backing material to produce the face of the carpet and is held in place by a layer of latex underneath. Modern tufting machines offer high-quality construction with a wide range of designs and textures.

Backing materials: Typical woven-carpet backing is synthetic chain, stuffer, and filler material, back-coated with a layer of liquid latex. Typical tufted-carpet backing is either of unitary or double construction. In unitary construction, a very heavy layer of latex or other material is bonded to the primary backing, and provides a high-tuft bind and dimensional stability. The more traditional double backing has a primary layer, usually woven of synthetic fibers, laminated with latex to a secondary layer of such materials as polypropylene. Carpet latex should be antistatic and fire-retardant. The manufacturer must certify that the backing type and weight are appropriate for the carpet construction and application.

Fire-performance characteristics: Typical fire-performance characteristics for commercial carpet are indicated in the data sheets. Verify that the test methods and ratings indicated are appropriate for your project type and are accepted by the applicable codes and authorities. Many locales require additional testing or more-stringent standards for fire and toxicity.

Shading and watermarking: These can be major visual problems in any type of cut-pile carpet, including those made of wool and nylon fibers and those made by tufted, woven or fusion-bonded construction. The carpet industry does not consider them manufacturing defects. Exact causes are unknown. Shading appears more obvious in solid color or small, regular patterns. It also appears more obvious in large areas. Large-scale patterns and more organic designs with much color tend to hide shading. When a cut-pile carpet is selected, notify the owner in writing, prior to specification, that shading may occur. Slight shading may also occur in cu

Ms. Freeman is an associate with architects Thompson, Ventulett, Stainback & Associates in Atlanta.
This first of two parts covers selection of the product. A second part will cover installation.

Loop combinations, tip-sheared loops, and pop-pile construction. Shading is generally not objectionable in these carpets, but, if it is obvious and objectionable, it is generally considered to be a manufacturing defect.

**Warranties:** There are two types of warranties commonly available for tufted carpets—fiber warranties and product warranties. Some nylon and other synthetic fiber manufacturers offer warranties on the performance of their fiber used in carpet construction. Many tufted-carpet manufacturers add onto fiber warranties with additional coverage for carpet construction. Warranties often favor the manufacturer and should be reviewed by your client’s legal counsel prior to incorporation to specifications. Most carpet warranties do not cover appearance and most carpets lose their appearance before they wear out. For a large project, legal counsel can advise on a warranty specific to it that covers such properties as appearance. Most woven-carpet manufacturers do not offer standard warranties, but may be open to developing a project-specific warranty.

**Carpet cushion:** An appropriate cushion increases users’ comfort and carpets’ life, appearance retention, and performance. Carpet cushions may be applied to the carpet backing or may be installed under the carpet separately. Factory-applied carpet cushions increase the tuft bond and dimensional stability of materials they are applied to. Separate carpet cushions or underlayments are available in a wide variety of products and performances, ranging from residential felt synthetic-fiber pads to heavy-duty dense-spun-rubber and urethane cushions. Make sure to make the appropriate choice.

**Accessories:** Many different accessories are required for carpet installations. Make sure that products specified meet your project requirements. Ensure that transition strips are wide enough for safe passage. In general, accessories made of metal, marble, or similar materials that are integral to the carpet installation are specified with carpet products. However, accessories made of resilient materials are specified in the resilient-flooring section. When color or finish are critical, make sure of the availability of what you specify from each manufacturer; not all offer the same choices, and color and finish options may affect costs.

**Submittals:** Require manufacturer’s product literature, including delivery, storage, handling, and installation instructions for each type of carpet, cushion, accessory, and installation material. Include certified data on physical characteristics, wear resistance, fade resistance, antistatic performance, and flame-resistance characteristics.

**Samples:** Require samples of each type, color, and pattern of carpet material from the actual dye lots to be installed, and samples of each type of exposed edge stripping and accessory. Require labeling with complete documentation, itemizing all specified construction and performance criteria.

---

**Guide Specification: Carpet**

**PART 1 GENERAL**

1. **Summary:**
   - Section includes carpet, cushion, accessories, installation, substrate cleaning, separation, and priming.
   - Section does not include substrate patching, leveling, and waterproofing.
   - Related sections: carpet tile, resilient flooring, others as applicable.

2. **Submittals:**
   - Product data.
   - Samples: minimum 18 in. x 24 in. for patterns.
   - Certification: fire-resistance ratings, physical characteristics, other requirements.
   - Shop drawings: carpet layout, direction, tuck-up method, accessories, and seams.
   - Unit prices: subfloor prep, carpeting, accessories, installation, and bases.
   - Maintenance instructions.

3. **Quality assurance:**
   - Manufacturer qualifications: five years minimum experience, primary materials manufacturer, not other manufacturer’s re-labeled duct. Vertical mill (all spinning, dyeing, and construction in-house) if required.
   - Installer qualifications: five years’ experience, acceptable to manufacturer.
   - Mock-ups.
   - Pre-installation job meeting.

4. **Delivery, storage, and handling**

5. **Project/site conditions:**
   1. Environmental conditions: climate-control by manufacturer recommendations.
   2. Substrate conditions: alkalinity, moisture.

6. **Sequencing and scheduling:**
   1. Manufacturers recommended adhesive dry time before placing furniture.

7. **Alternates (if any)**

8. **Allowances (if any)**

9. **Warranty:**
   2. Special project warranty.

---

**PART 2 PRODUCTS**

**A. Carpet Materials:**

1. Color, pattern, and texture to match architect’s samples.
2. Carpet Data Sheets or short-form specification: acceptable manufacturers, products/patterns/colors, physical properties, fiber content, fire-performance characteristics, backing type and materials.
3. Carpet wall base (if any).

**B. Carpet cushion:**

1. Types and properties, including fire performance and density.
2. Acceptable manufacturers and products.

**C. Accessories:**

1. Substrate priming material.
2. Cushion adhesive.
3. Carpet adhesive and seam sealer.
4. Seaming tape.
5. Tackless carpet stripping.
6. Non-resilient edge guards, stair nosings, and other accessories (resilient accessories specified in resilient-flooring section).
By Kristine Fallon

“What people are now calling multimedia, I call unimedia,” says Daniel J. Sandin, codirector of the Electronic Visualization Laboratory (EVL) at the University of Illinois at Chicago. “My idea of multimedia is slide projectors, video projectors, music, dance, all going on simultaneously. Nevertheless, it is very powerful to be able to incorporate many types of media—video, print, photography, computer graphics—into a unified computer environment. You are able to create a new medium.”

Although Sandin’s academic training was in physics, he joined the Art Department of U. of I. in 1969 to develop a “cybernetic” curriculum. In 1973, he was joined by Thomas A. deFanti from the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. That marked the beginning of a long collaboration, which led to the establishment of EVL. It has participated in over 100 art and science exhibitions worldwide including at Pompidou Center, MOMA, and the Smithsonian. One early product was the computer-animation sequence created by animator Larry Cuba for the movie Star Wars.

EVL’s full power

The equipment at EVL includes workstations from AT&T, DEC, IBM, Silicon Graphics, and Sun, as well as sound-synthesis and broadcast-quality video production gear. EVL’s workhorse platform, however, comprises a dozen or so PCs equipped with TARGA boards. These enable the artists to grab frames, to produce computer-generated images compatible with standard video, and to control video-tape recorders.

The lab researches new methods and algorithms for visualizing scientific and mathematical data, as well as developing art works for exhibition. It is an interdisciplinary undertaking of the College of Engineering’s electrical engineering and computer science program and the College of Architecture, Art and Urban Planning’s art curriculum, offering M. F. A., M. S., and Ph. D degrees.

A recent outgrowth of EVL is the Software Technologies Research Center (SoFtech). Its focus is the application of advanced visualization hardware and software to the solution of industrial and business problems. Its goal is technology transfer. The technique used to achieve this transfer is a one-on-one pairing of a graduate student and an industry participant. Sandin notes that art students tend to do better than computer science majors because they understand the importance of project completion and the product’s appearance. To SoFtech, however, the important end result is teaching business or industrial participants how to approach and execute a visualization project.

SoFtech’s use by architects

Michael Goff, former director of information services for Holabird & Root, is a graduate of the U. of I.’s College of Architecture, Art and Urban Planning and an enthusiastic supporter of the EVL’s work. In a graphic-design project for Chicago’s mayor’s office, he saw the opportunity to transfer some of EVL’s know-how to Holabird & Root. The project was to develop presentation materials to communicate to public-interest groups the visual impact of proposed safety and landscaping improvements to Lake Shore Drive that were expected to come under close scrutiny. (Design had been done by the Chicago Park District and landscape architects Jacobs Ryan Associates.)

Goff brought SoFtech into the project, collaborating with M. F. A. candidate Maggie Rawlings, who had experience in video post-production. The product was a three-minute video incorporating live video, slides, prints, and computer-generated graphics. It begins with a familiar trip down Lake Shore Drive. At key points, the image freezes and is slowly painted over with views of the proposed improvements. Although there is no sound, the speed of the paint-over is gauged to permit a representative of the mayor’s office to explain the improvements to the audience. The drive then continues to the next point of interest where the paint-over technique is repeated.

Professional-quality video equipment was supplied by EVL. PC and Macintosh-based imaging software, including Time Arts’ Lumena and Adobe Photo Shop, as well as EVL’s own software, were used to alter the grabbed (frozen) video images. SoFtech’s and Rawlings’ biggest cost-savings contributions were the use of its video post-production facilities and her expertise. A 3/4-inch master was produced and mixed down to 1/2-inch VHS.

The tape has now been shown to a number of community groups, with either Goff or representative from the mayor’s office narrating. Goff believes that the nature and quality of the visual information has enhanced communication and speeded decision making. “Everyone is used to watching T
This type of visual presentation is highly accessible and credible.”

Warming to the concept
Although this was Holabird & Root’s first video production, the firm’s graphic designers have incorporated digital-image processing into their presentations over the last year. Goff likens the computer tools to combined drawing, airbrush-painting, and photographic collage. The firm’s preferred platform for this work is the Macintosh II.

Director of graphic design, Eric Brightfield, gives a fluent demonstration of these techniques. He has converted portions of the firm’s photo archives to digital images using graphic-design service bureau. For any specific project, he takes context photos of the site, has them converted to digital format at a cost of $10 to $15 per slide, and then uses cut-and-paste techniques, borrowing elements from previous designs to illustrate the proposed design solution. The resulting graphics look like photographs of the completed project, not like computer renderings.

atching a judge’s chambers take shape illustrates the possible visual excitement (photos opposite). The first image is raw Acme stripped down to the structure. The judge at work in his current chambers is shown above. Brightfield traced around the judge, cutting him out like a paper doll. Items of furniture were clipped from a hand of digitized interior photos, and finishes were borrowed and painted onto the surfaces of the new office (third photo).

though Brightfield made all this look, literally, like child’s play, this type of compositing requires a flawlessly trained eye. The images are strictly 2-D, so, although they can be mirrored, scaled, and recolored, the perspective cannot be changed. The slightest error in perspective, says Brightfield, can ruin the realism of the image, even for the most unsophisticated viewer. Brightfield is so comfortable working in this way that he will take his Macintosh to a presentation and further develop the images in front of clients, basing the images—and the improvised revisions—on the clients’ feedback.

Video training and computer-based instruction for learning automation: a small office’s experience
“This time last year I had a staff of eight and one computer. Now I have a staff of four and three computers. Automation is really the answer to survival in a fluctuating market,” says Lawrence Okrent. His firm, Okrent Associates, provides planning, graphic-design, and aerial-photography services. During Chicago’s urban and suburban building boom in the 1980s, Okrent Associates scurried to keep up with demand from developer clients for planning and feasibility studies, as well as the production of sleek leasing and marketing brochures.

It was under the pressure of this demand that Okrent first considered automating. He started out his search with a decided preference for a Macintosh solution: his daughter had one at home and he had been impressed by its ease of use. Before purchasing anything, however, he hired an independent computer consultant to assist in defining requirements and identifying alternative products and sources.

The firm’s first machine was a MacII CX with a 19-inch color monitor. It chose Adobe Illustrator and Quark XPress for desktop publishing, Filemaker to automate the production of client invoices, and Microsoft Word for word processing. It installed an Apple scanner that permits gray-tone scanning and allows scanning of maps and photographs, as well as line drawings. For in-house printing it chose an Apple Laserwriter printer.

Like most firms, Okrent Associates introduced automation during a period of peak activity, with no free time for training. Rather than send his employees out for seminars or scheduled classes, Okrent purchased Personal Training Systems’ courses for Filemaker and Word, in which an audio tape guides the learner through a series of on-screen exercises. Despite the ease of use of the Macintosh, desktop publishing is a complex application to learn, but Okrent’s staff feels that the video courses provided the depth of information required for real mastery of the software.

As the development frenzy of the ’80s subsided, Okrent shifted his graphic-design team, all graduate architects, to a range of graphics projects, including graphic illustrations for courtroom trials. He credits the electronic environment with his staff’s ability to switch gears quickly. Faced with the need to add another graphic designer, Okrent bought two more Macs so that each designer could have a dedicated workstation. His strategy paid off: his three graphic designers handle the work of four with ease.

A recent visit to Okrent Associates office in Chicago’s historic Monadnock Building revealed designers’ drawing boards stacked against a wall [RECORD, July 1991, page 185]. The three Macintosh II’s are connected via AppleTalk, which permits them to share files and peripherals, such as the printer. Okrent is considering purchasing one more Mac for his own administrative use. What is remarkable about this firm is not only the speed with which it moved from a totally manual work process to a completely automated one, but also the fact that, within less than a year, it realized quantifiable productivity gains.
Alias Upfront 1.0

By Steven S. Ross

Upfront is a 3-D modeling package that runs under Microsoft Windows 3.0. It allows easy sketching of objects as solids that can cast shadows and have detailed surfaces. Finished drawings can be exported to full-blown CAD software via DXF, or to desktop publishing via bitmapped formats such as BMP, WMF (for exchange with most other Windows-friendly software), TIFF, PIX, PCX, or EPS. There is also a version for the Macintosh; an update for the Mac is due soon.

To replace the napkin or patch of tracing paper, a modeling package must be flexible, fast, and easy to draw with. You should also be able to import images (as backgrounds for your work, at least) and export the model to CAD to serve as a basis for hardline drafting.

Upfront scores well on all counts. There are some limitations on imports. DXF and WMF files cannot handle bitmapped fill patterns—only cross-hatching and patterns.

It is an ideal package for designing additions and structures on tight sites. Objects can be shadowed (any date, time of day, and latitude can be programmed) as well as cast shadows. Objects can also be made hollow by making surfaces two-sided, so that you can view them from the inside as well as from outside. Upfront does not have CAD-like drafting capabilities—curves, for example, are simulated as narrow flat surface segments. And although you can “walk through” a model, it is not as responsive as Virtus WalkThrough [RECORD, August 1991, page 40]. But it offers a nice compromise between realism and speed. And the resulting files have floating-point precision, making export to CAD almost error-free as far as dimensionality is concerned.

Memory needs can grow very large very fast, especially if you try to convert all surfaces of a large model into a two-sided mode at once.

Circle number 311

**Alias Upfront 1.0 Summary**

**Equipment required:** A computer capable of running Windows 3.0, with an 80386SX or higher CPU chip, mouse, 2MB of memory (4MB strongly recommended). Math coprocessor strongly recommended for computers with 80386 or 80386SX CPU.

**Vendor:** Alias Research, Inc., 110 Richmond Street East, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5C 1P1. Phone 800/267-8692. Windows $995; Mac $995. Full upgrade to v. 2.0 in October.

**Manuals:** Good. The main manual is a comfortable spiral-bound book with tutorial and reference.

**Ease-of-use:** Good, almost intuitive so long as you leave the grids on-screen to guide your sketching in 3-D on the 2-D monitor screen. Especially noteworthy is the ability to easily edit existing objects in a drawing — and even to make an existing object’s walls “two-sided” so that you can view both sides of a surface. The underlying database of objects can be exported to a plain-text ASCII or comma-separated variable file that is usable by spreadsheets and database software, and by some CAD packages. You can rescale an entire drawing by respecifying the length of a single line. You can start drawing an object, then change your view to avoid another object that may be partially obstructing your view.

**Error-trapping:** Fair. Most changes can be “undone,” but you cannot undo a cut in a solid or surface. And you can only undo the last action before another mouse click. Click the mouse again and your change is permanent. Surfaces that exactly align with each other can be drawn, but may not display correctly; you should separate such surfaces by a tiny amount—as when, for example, you cut a hole into a wall to insert a library symbol such as a window. The software does not automatically make a backup file; if you want one, use the “save as” option.

The last view on-screen when you save becomes the new “home view,” or standard view for the model. The manual warns that surfaces can become warped under some circumstances when you move them. We didn’t run into this problem, however. Generally, you should create 3-D shapes by extruding or rotating in a “positive” quadrant. If you create a box by extruding a square in plan view downward, it may not display properly.
to allow a LaserJet to emulate an HPGL plotter. Encad has a fine line of inexpensive machines, too. But its lowest-priced plotter has room for six pens, not the eight that are standard in larger plotters. There are also dot-matrix printer-rollers. But color ribbons are expensive and not all software will work with them.

Roland Digital Group has now entered the competition with a $695 A-size plotter that takes the standard eight pens. It comes with serial and parallel ports, and can be run from a Macintosh or DOS computer. It emulates HPGL (but not all the features of HPGL-2), so it should work with virtually any CAD package as well.

Our reviewers especially liked the pen count and plotting speed. It allows full-color check plots before sending a plot file off to the service bureau. One reviewer was unhappy with the noise level — no more than any other plotter, but distracting in a quiet office.
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enCADD Architectural Applications

enCADD Software is now bundling add-on applications for architects with the DOS version of Generic CADD 5.0. We looked at the first two application modules in the series — architectural and FF&E (furniture, fixtures, and equipment). Modules are already coming to the electrical work, plumbing, and HVAC. All the modules work independently. You do not have to buy the main architectural module to get the FF&E, for example.

The integration of the modules with Generic CADD is seamless. You install them in the same disk directory, call up Generic CADD and select the module you want from a menu. Generic CADD 5.0 (reviewed in RECORD, April 1991, page 46) is a fast 2-D package that works well even on old XT-class computers. The add-ons, supplied by Softdesk, do not slow the parent program appreciably.

The architectural module has most of the features and whistles anyone could expect for production drafting. The packages are particularly suited to the brick and stick end of the business and small office buildings. You can work in plan, drawing double lines for walls and specifying wall, door, and window heights. The software then draws the elevation automatically.

Corners and intersections also are cleaned up automatically, except for walls (where you have to click on the intersection you want to fix). Symbols are easily placed or modified. You can create a simple door schedule or window schedule, too.

The FF&E module is basically a huge symbol library — everything from appliances to urinals. There's a good selection of office equipment and cabinetry as well. The module is for interiors only, however — houseplants but no landscaping. Symbol editing and placement is easy; so is creation of schedules.

Best of all, the symbols aren't bad looking. They are not super-detailed, but go beyond the spare, "computer-generated" look.
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SketchMate Summary

Equipment required: Standard serial or parallel (printer) port on DOS or Macintosh computer.

Vendor: Roland Digital Group, 1961 McGaw Ave., Irvine, CA 92714; phone 714/975-0560; fax 714-975-0569; $695 including simple "paint" software, 8 pens, and sample paper. Cables (if you need them) are $25 each. Pens are available in 32 colors, and in 0.3 mm or 0.6 mm line widths.


Ease-of-use: As easy as a plotter ever gets. The system uses about 120 watts and can be inclined on a desktop to take up about 15 by 8 inches of desk space.

Error-trapping: The plotting surface is magnetized, so keep disks away.

Generic CADD Summary

Equipment required: Any computer that can run MS-DOS or PC-DOS, graphics monitor (standard VGA works fine), fixed disk, mouse, or digitizing tablet.

Vendor: Softdesk (formerly DCA Software), 7 Liberty Hill Rd., Henniker, NH 03242; phone 603/428-3199, fax 603/428-7901, or 800/228-3601. $495 per module; $995 for module packaged with Generic CADD 5.0.

Manual: A straightforward paperback that serves as a tutorial and reference manual. Items that overlap with Generic CADD itself (editing symbols, for example) are repeated from the Generic CADD manuals.

Ease-of-use: Good. "Help" screens show symbols before they are placed. On a moderate-speed 8088SX-equipped computer running at 16 MHz, the computer easily keeps up with your thinking. Installation is straightforward; we noticed, however, a mismatch between the instructions for FF&E installation and the actual disk names.

Error-trapping: Good. Generic CADD has a reliable "undo" feature.
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New Directions in Housing


Reviewed by Christine Benglia Bevington

This book documents the architecture of nontraditional households in theory and practice in Europe and the United States. It is a comprehensive volume on collective, single-parent, and single-room housing with essays by 15 authors.

In the opening chapter on shared and collective housing, Franck takes us on a tour that leads from Dan Solomon's group houses in Fairfax, California, to Gwen Roni's project on Harvard Street in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where residents in self-sufficient apartments share amenities such as living/dining room, sundeck, and garden. Franck describes projects all too briefly, but illustrates them with plans and shows us a broad range of recent American work.

In a chapter tracing the history of housing in northern Europe, Norbert Schoenauer reviews English catering flats, Danish kollektivhus, Swedish servishus, German einkuchenhaus, and Russian domkommuna, thus covering European highlights of the first half of the 20th century. Another chapter, by Elizabeth Cromley, examines 19th-century apartments in New York City and the often-hilarious difficulties the middle class faced in adapting to them. Cromley's research stops, alas, at the turn of the century, ignoring later examples of American housing with shared amenities.

In a chapter on "cohousing," a concept imported from Denmark, Kathryn McCamant and Charles Durrett explain the role of a participatory planning process as well as a clustered layout in the success of these residential communities. Although the Danish model may need to be translated carefully as it moves to the U.S., many families and singles today should find it compelling.

One highlight of the book's first section is Jill Stoner's essay on party walls (both physical and figurative), illustrated with sketches and projects that explore how such partitions could be made less absolute, more permeable, and infinitely more sophisticated. This chapter is fresh theory, interesting for its method and style as much as its courage in tackling a fundamental design issue.

The second section of New Households, New Housing consists of Sherry Ahrentzen's overview of some of the best-known American and European schemes addressing the housing problems of single parents, followed by case studies of recent projects in the United States and Canada. The third part of the book is devoted to single-room-occupancy housing. Karen Franck traces SROs' rich history and celebrates their recent revival (particularly on the West Coast).

New Households, New Housing has its flaws. Some essential historical material is missing, and more comment on the general direction of America's current housing trends would have been helpful. But flaws and all, New Households, New Housing is the first substantial work of its kind. In fact, it is hard to imagine how anyone with more than a passing interest in housing would not want to keep a copy within easy reach, now and for the rest of the decade.

Christine Benglia Bevington is a New York architect specializing in family housing.


Reviewed by Kate Nesbitt

This book tackles a period in Swedish design when the Classical traditions of Italy and France influenced many of the most lavish projects of the day. Hakan Groth's study begins with King Gustaf, a well-traveled man of taste and culture who brought back to Sweden a love of French furnishings and Italian architecture. His Haga Pavilion, built in 1787 on the model of the Petit Trianon, is perhaps the handsomest representation of the era named after him. Frescoes, trompe l'oeil, and furniture inspired by French and English pieces help characterize this style.

The second section of the book examines the Empire style, championed by Crown Prince (later King) Carl Johan XIV, whose French ancestry and service in Napoleon's army influenced his taste in interiors. Perhaps in reaction to the richness of Empire design, the more bourgeois Biedermeier style aro-

Neoclassicism in the North is well-organized and its text is clearly presented. Chapters cover individual buildings and flows in roughly chronological order. Groth's writing is not consistently scholarly and the author fawns a bit on the owners of the houses. The book's beautiful color illustrations show many interiors inaccessible to the public. Informative captions accompany each photograph and key them into the text. In fact, the captions are so full of description that some readers may choose only to skim the longer text.

While seemingly of interest to a limited audience, this book is actually a valuable reference for interior designers and architects who lean to Neoclassical and Biedermeier design. The projects included in the book show the delicacy of touch and responsiveness to Nordic light that characterize the best Scandinavian architecture.

Kate Nesbitt is an assistant professor of architecture at the University of Virginia.

Reviewed by Martin H. McNaMara

It is unclear what the publishers of New Classicism wanted to accomplish with this book. On casual examination, the volume appears to be yet another flashy and insubstantial coffee-table book. It is the requisite size and weight, with glossy pages and a cover that shouts "style." But wait. Between the beautiful photographs and colored enderings are essays by some of the best-known practitioners and theorists today.

Therein lies the major conflict of New Classicism. Like the fabled floor wax/dessert from Saturday Night Live, the book tries to be two things at the same time—and ends up leaving a waxy taste in the reader's mouth. There would be nothing wrong with creating a substantial treat or a beautifully illustrated academic text. Yet New Classicism achieves neither. The two "books" are too poorly integrated to successfully form a coherent single volume. The reader can't help thinking that either the photographs were thrown in to dress up the essays and make them more salable, or the essays were included to lend legitimacy to the photos.

Some of the essays seem well suited to the grand, glossy treatment. For example, Emietri Porphyrios's three essays are elegant examinations of the nature and purpose of art and architecture. Porphyrios has a rich illustration of art and architecture as forms that by nature imitate the world, not "in a servile manner, but by employing genius" and refashioning their models anew.

Other articles, however, sit less well here, not so much for their content but for their size. Leon Krier's combustible Foreword, for example, rouses the reader from a coffee-table state of mind, shattering any expectation of gentle prose by using "Cape Town," "Roma," and "Hitler" as reference points for Modernism. Krier describes Industrial Modernism as something that "merely builds business or industrial zones, suburbs and transport systems, dumping grounds and concentration camps." Though at times scattered, his essay is provocative and affecting; and yet, Krier's polemic seems somehow out of place in this tome.

Many of the other essays are similarly shrewd, making the book's chaotic structure all the more frustrating. Several essays help define and defend modern Classicism: Sir John Summerson's examination of the history, mystique, and use of the five orders; Robert A. M. Stern's exploration of the place and need for Classicism in today's world; Allan Greenberg's analysis of the ties between American democracy and Classicism.

Most of the essays published here were drawn from other sources: lectures, journals, other books, even a television script. This change in context has not helped the texts coalesce into a complete picture of Classicism today. It is ironic that a book that hails a return to a highly structured order based on millennia of development would fly in the face of traditional perceptions on how to present printed information.

Martin H. McNaMara's writings have run in Metropolis and Landscape Architecture.


Reviewed by Akiko Busch

Who would think of a refrigerator as heroic? A toaster as voluptuous? A pencil sharpener as sensuous or a radio as having any need to be streamlined? But it is exactly these wild incongruities that mark the work of Raymond Loewy, grand luminary of American product design.

Compiled as a series of 21 illustrated essays, Raymond Loewy, Pioneer of American Industrial Design was originally published as a catalog to an exhibit organized in Berlin in 1990. As such, it scrutinizes Loewy's life and work from viewpoints biographical, historical, political, personal, and corporate.

The essays document the commercial climate of the times—first the consumer fervor of the 1920s and '30s when small-scale appliances invaded the home in the form of ranges, shavers, and toasters, and later the resurgent appetite for new goods in the postwar years. The volume serves as a visual archive of Loewy's work, from his better-known projects such as the Studebaker and Skylan to less-publicized interior-design and packaging campaigns. The work of Loewy's contemporaries is also given fair play, helping to place Loewy's own work within a broader historic context.

As Evert Emtt points out in the book's initial essay, it was Loewy who insisted Skylaban be fitted with a window. "If we recall the thrill in the astronauts' voices as they described their view of the Earth from on high, we may gain some idea of the psychological boost resulting from a simple movement like that," writes Emtt. Indeed, just as Loewy opened up this view from the heavens, so too does this retrospective of his work give the more earthbound of us a frame through which to see our own values and how we have translated them in the material world.

Akiko Busch is a contributing editor of Metropolis and has written about industrial design for many years.
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Briefly Noted

For the resourceful architect, this handbook of little-known grants, prize-money, and other funding is a heartening find. The book tells you how to apply for money dispensed by nonprofit groups and federal sources, and where to look for individual and state grants.

Free information and advice are available in this bureaucracy-sized guide. The book provides information on selling architectural services to the government, as well as data on historic preservation, transportation architecture, and archival material.

This book should prove to be a helpful survey of management skills needed to run a firm efficiently and professionally. Among the topics discussed are contracts, risk, marketing, professional communications, and human-resource management.

Using case studies of successful small design firms, this book shows what it takes to survive. Developing effective plans and focusing the practice are highlighted, as well as resources such as lists of management consultants, marketing plans, and costs.

This book not only celebrates women's contributions to the profession of architecture, but also raises questions about the female perspective on architectural form. Among the 48 careers this unique book highlights are those of Denise Scott Brown, Jane Drew, Gae Aulenti, and Christine Jachmann.

Everything you wanted to know about the buildings of the original Americans.

Drawn for ARCHITECTURAL RECORD by Sidney Harris
If there is a common thread among the 10 completed projects featured in this 22nd annual issue of RECORD INTERIORS, it is the way architects elect to use decoration in their work. A few years ago, the principals of the New York architectural firm Bentley LaRosa Salasky assessed the services they provide their clients and added the word “Decorators” to the firm’s name (pages 116-121). “We offer clients more architecture than they get from decorators, and more decoration than they get from architects,” explains Ronald Bentley. Roger Ferri’s work (pages 80-87) displays a similar, if stylistically distinct, blend of architecture and decor, though Ferri eschews the word “decoration” in favor of “ornament,” which he calls “a pillar of architecture” for its ability to “elucidate architectural forms.” Partners Tod Williams and Billie Tsien also have an uncanny ability to use objects both for flights of fancy and as space-enhancing devices: witness the surfboard-like “coffee table” that has such a prominent role in their recently completed downtown Manhattan loft (pages 108-115). Perhaps the strongest union of architecture and decoration, though, is Josh Schweitzer’s sleek renovation of a house in Los Angeles designed by Lloyd Wright (pages 126-133). There, Schweitzer has produced a residential interior that is both a fittingly glamorous decorated showcase for its current movie-star owner, and a restrained architectural homage to the structure’s original 1926 design. K. D. S.
A neutral background” is not the typical architect’s dream commission, but it’s a chance Ross Anderson accepted with equanimity, if not cautious optimism. Anderson’s faith was due largely to previous social contact with his client, fashion designer Isaac Mizrahi. When Mizrahi decided to relocate his New York City studio and sales office from cramped downtown quarters to more spacious digs befitting his sudden popularity with the smart set, he turned to Anderson for his “great architectural taste.”

The space Anderson and Mizrahi selected for the company’s formal entrée into the high-profile world of fashion-editor studio visits and private fittings for special clients comprises the top two floors of a SoHo loft building, totaling some 12,000 square feet. For Mizrahi the choice was based on the availability of natural light—“In New York that’s what luxury is”—which is generous here thanks to industrial-size window banks along the building’s front. Anderson’s plan for the awkwardly shaped footprint called for inserting a perforated plywood and poplar wall that not only separates display and studio areas from semi-enclosed offices and conference rooms but also realizes the sought-after “neutral backdrop” for in-house fashion shows.

To minimize new construction, Anderson incorporated the existing hvac system and structural column grid. He removed existing dropped soffits to reveal 13-foot-high ceilings and, on the fifth floor, skylights, which he proudly fitted with wide, wood “collars.” Together, the partitions, which run the length of the space, and the ducts, which run crosswise, form a three-dimensional plaid—Anderson’s homage to a favorite Mizrahi motif. To further distinguish between public and private spaces on both floors, the architect specified corridors of poured white epoxy, which four or five times a year become a luminous fashion runway that models enter from slotted openings in the office wall.

Anderson took the couturier’s ritual of fitting and gave it its own fourth-floor space—a maple-veneer box with a curved door of shoji-paper. The door, which evokes an airplane wing, pivots on a concrete base, revealing an equally spare interior of sisal carpeting and wood stained a flesh tone. Here, as throughout the space, Anderson offers an elegant skeletal form that Mizrahi can dress up to suit any occasion. Karen D. Stein
The qualities the words "Manhattan penthouse" are likely to conjure up include views of the New York skyline, natural light admitted from multiple exposures, and spacious, maybe even double-height rooms—all of which are amply evidenced in this recently completed pied-a-terre by Roger Ferri. But when the client, a landscape painter with a downtown studio, wants, in effect, to bring his work home, the architect has to abandon traditional notions of high-rise apartment living.

The owner commissioned Ferri after visiting a country house the architect had designed in Pennsylvania [RECORD, Mid-April 1987, pages 70-79]. Though he prefers to remain anonymous, Ferri's client is forthcoming in assessing the architect's skills, which, to his mind, include "an ability to incorporate evasive references to several architectural styles at once," and "a respect for tradition that also looks forward." What both client and architect share is a love of nature, which became the project's overriding theme.

Ferri's structural modifications to the 1,800-square-foot space were few but critical. He removed duct channels that stepped across the living-room ceiling, effecting the transition from cozy sitting area to mezzanine-level study with a swooping soffit (overleaf) washed in a mix of violet, blue, and green paint applied with a technique used in Austrian Baroque churches. While Ferri calls the soffit's artistic overall effect "the spatial equivalent of fluid light," it has the more utilitarian function of concealing new hvac equipment. Ferri also raised the height of the mezzanine to match the level of the master bathroom and dressing room (section right). He reapportioned a former sleeping loft by lowering its floor and raising its ceiling, making the master bedroom into a rooftop perch (page 84).

Ferri then focused his attention on embellishing the various spaces—a pursuit he is careful to distinguish from what he sees as the superficial connotations of "decoration." Ferri uses ornament—"a pillar of architecture," in his words—to achieve a "fundamental continuity." The entrance hallway was painted an earthy brown to reinforce the sense of confinement (and as a backdrop for the owner's collection of black-and-white photographs), creating a contrast with the double-height living room. The garden theme was underscored in everything from furniture to fabrics: custom-made rugs evoke a forest floor covered in pine needles and moss (opposite), a "bouquet" of flower stems forms the base of a table designed by the architect (page 86), and foliage-patterned upholstery blends with the forest-green master bedroom (page 84). The client's own paintings are on display with his collection of American art. The overall effect, patrician and meticulous, is of no identifiable style. "A treehouse," concludes the occupant of this city refuge. Not the standard issue, but certainly a high-style equivalent. Karen D. Stein
Part of Ferri’s charge was to accommodate his client’s collection of American art. To that end, the architect carved a niche next to the fireplace for a bronze sculpture by Robert Graham (top left). He also chose his paint and fabric colors accordingly (opposite). Ferri repaired an existing ceramic-tile fireplace, replaced the mantel, and designed his own andirons (bottom left). Pursuing his garden theme, Ferri incorporated floral motifs into his furniture.

**Credits**

Central Park West Apartment  
New York City  
**Architect:** Roger Ferri  
Architect—Roger Ferri, principal-in-charge; Maurice Saragoussi, project manager; Virginia Cornell, interior designer; John Pelligrin, project team  
**Engineers:** Robert Silman & Associates, PC (structural); Shelley Karten (mechanical)  
**Consultants:** CHA Design (lighting); Beth Lochtefeld (code); Bergdorf Goodman (tableware)  
**General Contractor:**  
I. Mass & Sons
The Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Auditorium at the Brooklyn Museum, a 460-seat, 10,000-square-foot lecture, film, and concert hall, is the first public product of an ongoing collaboration there between the offices of James Stewart Polshek and Arata Isozaki. The team won a 1986 competition for a new master plan for the museum, an imposing but unfinished Neoclassical building designed by McKim, Mead & White in 1898. The team designed the auditorium after renovating 10,000 square feet of existing gallery space for art storage, and is currently working on the West Wing Galleries, 44,000 square feet of new exhibit and service space. According to members of both firms, the two principals' differing conceptual approaches meshed smoothly.

“There are always residues of unspoken conflict,” says Jim Polshek. “But those residues are what make things interesting.” What’s more, frequent consultation between Polshek in New York and Isozaki in Tokyo forestalled discord, recalls David Gauld, who manages the office Isozaki set up in New York to coordinate work on the project: “There were no independent decisions.”

The auditorium itself occupies a concrete-and-steel shell on the third floor of a 1970s expansion wing designed by Prentice & Chan, Olhausen; originally intended as exhibition space, it was caught in the city’s fiscal crunch and never finished. (In 1994, a 1,200-seat hall behind McKim, Mead & White’s grand stair entrance was converted into the current lobby after the stair was removed.)

The new auditorium’s one monumental gesture is Isozaki’s undulating ceiling, a motif he has used in Japan. A plaster-on-wire-lath expression of intersecting sine waves, the ceiling is intended to create a sense that one is “beneath the surface of the sea,” says Isozaki. The ceiling was designed mainly as an acoustically “neutral” visual element; its configuration was studied by acousticians here and in Japan to make sure it would neither focus nor trap sound in its curves. (Because the room was designed for amplified sound to serve its primary function as a lecture and film hall, acoustical measures—the rake of the floor, canting one wall slightly, absorptive seating and carpeting—were taken case-by-case.) To build the ceiling, the contractor employed a ship-hull construction technique. A drawing called a lofting plan was computer-generated; each point of the resulting grid was assigned a number showing its distance from a level plane (drawing, top right).

Polshek’s hand shows up in the seamless integration of materials, such as the shot-peened stainless-steel stair and balcony railings and in the curving, 40-foot grille that covers the front of the stage. Across the rear of the hall, standing rows of perforated stainless-steel panels, lined with sound-absorbing fabric, echo the grille. The cool metal contrasts with 6,000 square feet of vertically slip-matched oak paneling, cut from a single tree, that clads the rear of the stage and the walls. The rhythm of the panels is reinforced by the stainless-steel reveals of the supporting grid. The paneling is further set off by a Portuguese marble base, which also appears in the stage steps and trim. Center-stage panels slide back to reveal a projection screen; wing panels on huge, custom-designed piano hinges fold forward as sound reflectors during musical performances (section, bottom right). The maple stage floor rests on a neoprene pad for resilience, and dark neoprene reveals divide the stage and its marble trim. Lighting, sound, and projection controls are concealed on stage in a bird’s-eye maple podium. Stage-floor panels give access to wiring below, which, in turn, is linked to a glassed-in control room behind the balcony. “We were looking for something at once totally practical and stunningly beautiful,” says museum director Robert T. Buck. “The architects delivered on both counts.” Peter D. Slatin

The architects increased the rake of the floor to improve sight lines, and canted one wall slightly toward the stage. Perforated stainless-steel panels clad the rear of the auditorium. Air-conditioning ducts are concealed in soffits atop the columns.
Stainless-steel railings, trim, and grille were blasted with superfine glass beads for a shot-peen finish (photo bottom left). Isozaki designed the reflecting sconces that line the walls (top). Existing columns mandated wide aisles and an undivided field of seats.

Credits
The Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Auditorium, The Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, New York
Owner: The City of New York
Architect: Arata Isozaki and Associates and James Stewart Polshek & Partners; Arata Isozaki and James Stewart Polshek, design partners; Joseph L. Fleischer, Duncan Hazard, Mark Fisher, David Kurt Carlson, Janet Waterhouse, Don Weinreich (Polshek project team); Shin Watanabe, David Gauld, John O'Reilly (Isozaki project team)
Engineers: Robert Silman Associates (structural); Goldman, Copeland, Batlan, P. C. (mechanical/electrical/plumbing and fire protection)
Consultants: Fisher-Marantz (lighting); Peter George Associates (acoustical/visual); Donaldson Associates (plaster); Tracy Turner Design (graphics); Robert Schwartz & Associates (specifications)
General Contractor: HRH Construction Corporation
Just east of downtown Atlanta lies Little Five Points, a fast-gentrifying neighborhood where bungalows and big Victorians, boutiques and warehouses, offer haven for artists, designers, and others who need lots of space and have imaginations to match. Among them are the young graphic designer and his family at whose behest architect Anthony Ames has carved a derelict one-story warehouse into living quarters, an office and studio, and three rental apartments. From the street all you see of the L-shaped 11,000-square-foot structure is a narrow (70-foot) front leg of white-painted concrete-brick punctuated by the original industrial-style metal windows, a garage door, and a new vestibule. The left side is reserved for the owners’ apartment (including garage), the right for the office/studio. Between the two a long corridor leads past the apartment’s front door, then veers to a small separate lobby for the rental units, which occupy a large rear ell wrapped around the premises of the A-1 Electric Company next door.

Ames describes the office/studio and rental spaces as “relatively uneventful.” Not so the owners’ apartment. There he seized on the comparative complexity of even the minimal program outlined by the clients—living room, dining space, small kitchen, bedrooms, bathrooms, a study or gallery—to provide a remarkable variety of spatial experiences within the apartment’s 3,300 square feet. With tongue-in-cheek solemnity Ames arranged the spaces in a formal progression from front door to roof deck.

The first stop is a rotunda with a domed skylight that kindles its yellow walls to liquid sunshine. Openings on four sides include, in addition to the entry door, a door to a small hallway—an example of Ames’s penchant for usable poché—and a tall niche fitted with glass-block “window” and window seat. The fourth leads to the dining room, which also serves as a gallery for the owners’ art collection. At the corners of the room the warehouse’s original rough wooden posts meet the soffit of a shallow vaulted ceiling that is painted sky blue and pierced by a long gabled skylight. Again openings are rigorously symmetrical, even when false, as in the case of a second “door” in the bedroom wall. Lest the point be missed, the room’s axes are traced in the red-oak flooring and marked with etched notches in the Ames-designed dining table, which is placed precisely at their intersection and bolted in place for good measure.

When one enters the dining room, the eye at once fastens on the windows that open the space to outdoor vistas. The apartment’s pièces de résistance, both windows and views are illusory: the product of Ames’s meticulous draftsmanship and subtle wit, Le Corbusier’s graphic legacy—and Pratt & Lambert’s palette of flat latex-acrylic paint. The dining-room “window,” a square double-hung above a marble shelf, looks out on a landscape dotted with poplars. Across from it, the inner surface of the lozenge formed at the outer corridor’s right-angle turn becomes a long ribbon window overlooking water and distant hills. Wine waits on a serving counter, a Tod Williams/Billie Tsien Tavern Island dining chair stands ready to pull up to its three-dimensional counterparts around the table, curtains to match the seat cushion in the rotunda’s niche blow in the wind.

The mural also marks the shift to a new axis through the more relaxed modern space of the living room to an outer stair and roof deck that overlooks the Atlanta skyline. A second set of big industrial windows (real ones) brings in light from a narrow garden at sill level. On the exterior walls the original warm-gray concrete brick provides a rough foil for furniture and art, including an Ames-designed rug based on the room’s golden section. Margaret Gaskie
Among the varied spaces carved into the owners' 3,300-square-foot apartment are a domed entry rotunda (opposite) and a vaulted dining room/gallery (left) that flows into the main living area and leads to the kitchen and master bedroom. Though both are inside spaces, they are brightened by natural light from skylights and by pretend vistas through "windows" painted by the architect.

Credits
Warehouse Renovation
Atlanta, Georgia
Owner:
Deborah and Mike Melia
Architect:
Anthony Ames Architect—
Anthony Ames, Clark Tefft,
William Pantsari, J. James
Strange, Alan Brown,
Denise Dumais
General Contractor:
S & S Contractors
A design collaboration gives form to an advertising agency’s unique working method.
Offices for Client Day Advertising
London, England
Stefano de Martinis Architect
with Rem Koolhaas, DEGW Ltd
Associated Architects
Ig norant of the workings of advertising agencies, I asked Stefano de Martino exactly what people do in the offices he designed for Chiat/Day in London. His succinct reply: “They generate ideas.” Still, to make a place where ideas flourish is both liberating and frustrating. How do you judge when you’ve succeeded? There are plenty of offices (not just for advertising, but for other image-conscious businesses) that look “creative”—they have snappy imagery—but don’t support the unique working method these endeavors require.

Chiat/Day has positioned itself (as they say in advertising) as a firm young in spirit—less in the corporate mold than their larger brethren and less formal in their interactions with clients. “Large corporate firms send you round to different departments,” explains Jerry Wales, the office’s finance director. “We bring together creative people, account managers, and planners as a team.”

Translating this method into physical reality was at first the responsibility of Rem Koolhaas, who had been recommended to Jay Chiat by Frank Gehry, architect of the firm’s ambitious Santa Monica headquarters. With other obligations pressing, Koolhaas worked out the concept with Stefano de Martino (once an associate partner at Koolhaas’s Office of Metropolitan Architecture) who now has an office of his own. De Martino completed the design, including most of the furnishings.

“In discussions with Chiat/Day,” recalls de Martino, “we learned that what they essentially required, aside from the workstations, was a great number of diverse meeting places—from very small to full conference rooms.” From this came a simple parti: tall screens divide the long, relatively narrow space (a full floor with a mezzanine), and, by their skewed arrangement, enclose meeting spaces for from two to two dozen people (axonometric below). Because, as de Martino explains, “people work in pairs and groups,” he provided open workstations to allow easy interaction among teams. “We don’t usually take a client into a separate environment” adds Wales. “They come and sit in the work areas with the team.” With a meeting room always just a few feet away, a group can quickly duck into one.

There is a casual, ad hoc quality to the unfinished particleboard partitions and raw-metal furniture that owes a debt to the temporary office Gehry designed for the firm in Santa Monica. The skewed patterns in turn recall Koolhaas’s retro-Modernism, but the theatrical choice of materials—velvet curtains, dyed rush matting, fuzzy seating “blobs”—are pure de Martino. Wales calls the working method engendered by this environment “quite radical in the U. K.” Though Chiat/Day offices elsewhere have been done with a similar charge to the architect, Wales describes the London project as “possibly the purest form of how the firm’s offices work.”  

*James S. Russell*
De Martino explains his material choices thus: "Rather than apply decoration, I chose to use raw materials in a natural state." Screens are made of molded fiberglass (the patterns are by artist Terry Flowers) with frames of sandblasted steel that has been sealed. The mottled table tops (top right) were made by mixing copper powder with fiberglass. A conference table is supported by legs of perforated metal (bottom left), a material also used to filter sun from skylights and as a screen for mechanical equipment that could not be moved. In the reception area, seating resembles fake-fur rocks—one has a disconcerting sense that they are about to scuttle away (bottom right). On the mezzanine, a hinged table with molded bench seating (opposite) swivels over a kidney-shaped sunken pit for even greater informality. To swim in this "pool," carpetlayers considerately left behind starfish and other "shellfish" made from trimmings.

Credits
Offices for Chiat/Day Advertising
London, England
Architects: Stefano de Martino, Architect with Rem Koolhaas—Nick Boyarsky, Nicola Murphy, Simon Steel Hart, project team
Associated Architect: DEGW Ltd.
Engineers: Carter Clack Partnership (structural); Pete Hazard Design Associates (mechanical)
General Contractor: Quickwood Ltd.
Extra! Extra!
Chicago Tribune Lobby Restored!

Turning the clock back to 1925, the year Howells & Hood’s Chicago Tribune Tower opened, restoration architect John Vinci peeled away decades of unsympathetic accretions to the building’s lobby and returned the 47- by 28-foot space to its former glory. After removing insertions, such as a 1940s WPA-style mural and a 1956 freestanding marble wall, Vinci retrieved the lobby’s original centerpiece, a papier-mâché bas-relief map of the Western Hemisphere (1), from Chicago’s Field Museum, and repainted it in its original colors. The Gothic-inspired woodwork that once framed the map and the imposing reception desk (drawings below) had long been lost, so Vinci recreated them in quartersawn white oak, using old photographs and original shop drawings as guides. The architect also cleaned and backlit the limestone “Aesop’s screen,” named for the Greek fables it depicts, and repaired the clock at its center (2). To enliven the once- somber lobby, Vinci opened up narrow windows on the north and south walls (3) and brought more artificial light to the upper portions of the 29-foot-high room. Clifford A. Pearson

Credits
Chicago Tribune Lobby
Chicago, Illinois
Owner: Tribune Properties
Architect: Office of John Vinci—John Vinci, principal; Philip Hamp, project architect; Rocco Tunzi, Larry Lasky, Tom Conroy, project team
Engineer: Gavlin & Reckers (structural)
General Contractor: Tribune Properties
Balancing Act

A New York loft by Tod Williams and Billie Tsien carefully balances opposing forces.
Loft
New York City
Tod Williams Billie Tsien
and Associates, Architects
The key to the 5,000-square-foot loft in New York City’s Greenwich Village, designed by Tod Williams and Billie Tsien, is its balance of motion and repose. Like most of the work of this husband-wife design team, the loft embodies an almost Zen-like combination of opposites: warm and cool, strict and informal, elegant and casual. But instead of creating a sense of tension, these opposing character traits seem to be in harmony with each other, as if one would be incomplete without the other. While many architects today revel in expressing violence and conflict in their designs, Williams and Tsien stand out for their ability to establish equilibrium.

In the 1970s and early ’80s, New York City lofts were wide-open spaces where level changes replaced walls as interior partitions. Williams and Tsien’s design for this residence retains those lofts’ generous use of flowing space, but provides greater privacy with a series of sliding—and even spinning—partitions. Pigmented-plaster walls hung from the ceiling move to either close off or open up the master-bedroom suite and the dining-room kitchen wing from the central living area, while a wood and translucent-glass wall runs between the dining room and the kitchen. More unusual is the banner-like plywood partition 12 feet long and from four to five feet high that rotates around a metal pole near the apartment’s entrance. Faceted like a jewel and painted white and grey on one side and copper-leaved on the other, it helps divide the expansive living area into a public realm to the south and a more private one to the north. The architects echoed this form with a small purple-tinted resin “window” that rotates 180 degrees and is set in the wall between the master-bedroom suite and the living area.

The loft’s basic plan is deceptively simple: a central terrazzo-floored living space encircled by more private areas. What might have been a static arrangement, however, is set in motion thanks to a series of subtle gestures. The long walls of the living area, for example, pinch in toward the north and south ends of the loft where natural light enters, and a row of black bookcases seems to slide past built-up square columns. Varying the hues of the walls, from mauve on one side to beige on the other, also creates a sense of movement, explains Williams. At the same time, the black bookcases and columns seem to float above slender reveals, while two 75-foot-long steel lighting fixtures hover below ceiling beams. Even the furniture seems to be on the move: a pear-wood sideboard in the dining room, for example, takes flight with a cantilevered aluminum countertop.

To heighten the sense of movement and expansion in the major spaces, the architects compressed space in transitional and secondary areas. For this reason, the entry foyer is a vault-like room packed with angled black-plywood closets on either side, a long and narrow mirror, and a cobalt-blue glass vase dropped into a cantilevered metal arm. A steel-and-laminated-glass door offers a glimpse of what’s inside—an effect the architects repeat with small cut-outs in walls in the main living area. “We like to either open things up or give just a hint,” says Williams. As they did in their “Domestic Arrangements” exhibit at the Walker Art Center [Record, March 1990, page 49], Williams and Tsien used inexpensive materials in elegant ways. The dining table, for example, is alternating layers of masonite and barra board, and the coffee table is built from the same resin as surf boards.

With its sliding partitions, its large central room adaptable to several uses, and its subtly hued walls changing character as sunlight moves through the space, the loft is a place where, as Williams explains, “many transformations are possible.” Clifford A. Pearson
By incorporating movable elements, the architects created the opportunity for a series of transformations. For example, a sliding partition separates the master bedroom from the living area (top), and a colored-resin “window” spins on a pole set in a wall (left, center). An accordion wall unfolds to open the bathroom to the master bedroom (right, center). A sliding wall of translucent-glass panes runs between the dining room and the kitchen (bottom).

Credits
Loft
New York City
Architect: Tod Williams Billie Tsien and Associates—Tod Williams, principal-in-charge; David van Handel, project architect; Billie Tsien, Marwan Al-Sayed, design team; Kim DePole, Reenie Elliot, Brett Ettinger, Rick Gooding, Erica Hinrichs, Johannes Kaeferstein, Alexandra Yanacopoulos, design assistants
Engineers: Superstructures (structural); Ambrosino, De Pinto & Schmieder (mechanical/electrical/plumbing)
Consultant: Rick Shaver (lighting)
General Contractor: Clark Construction—Frank D'Amico, project manager; Greg Rossi, project supervisor
Bentley LaRosa Salasky combines traditional forms with modern details for the Boston outpost of fashion designer Joseph Abboud.
Bentley LaRosa Salasky (BLS) describes its work as a kind of portraiture—an attempt to embody, in each project, the spirit of the client. The New York City firm, whose clients have included Steuben Glass and Charivari in Manhattan and the Vivre 21 department store in Japan, has recently applied the partners’ portrait-making talents to the Boston boutique of clothing designer Joseph Abboud. Born in Boston and based in New York, Abboud started his own line four years ago, after working for, among others, Ralph Lauren. Since then the designer has earned praise for clothes that combine tradition and high style, without committing the classic couture blunder of obscuring the wearer. For this three-level, 7,500-square-foot store, he envisioned spaces at once inventive and accessible, elegant and comfortable; in short, an upscale boutique that would not upstage the merchandise.

BLS, which had earlier designed Abboud’s Manhattan showroom, has responded to its client’s mix of old and new by working its own variations on tradition. A stroll through the store, each of whose three floors have been given a distinct character, recalls a variety of images: the well-appointed rooms of a rambling country house, or a men’s club, or one of those English emporia that cater to the gentry. Yet the architects use these images simply as points of departure. Influenced by styles ranging from late Victorian to Art Deco to 1950s-style Modern, these interiors clearly reflect what Abboud calls the architects’ “young, downtown sensibility.” The men’s floor, for example, with its casework of cherry, ash, and anigre, seems, at first glance, dark-hued and serious enough to reassure an old-line banker. A closer look, however, reveals quirky, unexpected details (such as wood casing shaped into an inverted scallop) and unusual furniture (like the Pakistani onyx-topped table attached to a column, seeming to emerge from the building itself).

BLS calls itself “Architects and Decorators.” Or, as partner Ronald Bentley explains, “We offer clients more architecture than they get from decorators, and more decoration than they get from architects.” For Joseph Abboud this approach has produced a design both sensuous and intellectual. Collaborating closely with fabricators, the architects designed almost everything in the store, from furniture and display racks to pendant lamps and pants hangers. And these objects have been fashioned from a rich array of materials, including eight species of wood, three types of stone, ornamental iron and brass, and several Abboud-designed fabrics.

Giving structure to this profusion are thoughtful planning and strong architectural forms. Abboud’s shop is located in a 1978 Gwathmey Siegel building, originally a Knoll showroom and still one of the few frankly contemporary structures on Boston’s elegant, somewhat staid Newbury Street. Into this Modernist design, which was stripped to its poured-concrete structure, BLS has fitted a deliberately relaxed geometry. In plan, clothes racks form segments of circles; the men’s dressing room is a skewed octagon, the women’s a faceted oval. Linking two spaces on the first floor is an ellipse cut into a shear wall. Throughout, display cases and furniture describe grand-gesture curves, leading the shopper on a nonorthogonal tour of the merchandise. This play between architectural content and context, of course, echoes the store’s old-and-new theme, and neatly rounds out the architects’ portrait of Joseph Abboud.

Nancy Levinson
Using combinations of materials, colors, shapes, and textures, BSL gave each of the store's three floors its own mood. On the ground level (pages 116-117)—conceived as an eclectic introduction to Abbott's designs—the case work is made of rift-sawn white oak, with holly and poplar trim; the herringbone-patterned floor is maple. On the men's floor, a clublike atmosphere is achieved with dark cherry cabinets and furniture, accented with ash trim and anigre-veneer panels (far left). Light hues and smooth surfaces give the women's level the look of a boudoir (near left). In deed, the fabric-covered, oak-trimmed wall panels resemble oversized headboards. The tops of the curving display tables are veneered in oak, the sides in sycamore. The ivory curtain (opposite), which seems almost sculpted, consists of strips of chiffon and pleated polyester. Into a stripped-down poured-concrete structure, BLS has fitted a relaxed geometry of implied curves. This play between context and content is another instance of the architects' knowing mix of old and new.

Credits
Joseph Abboud
Boston, Massachusetts

Owner: J. A. Apparel Corp.
Architect: Bentley LaRosa
Salasky, Architects & Decorators—Franklin Salasky, Ronald Bentley, Salvatore LaRosa—partners-in-charge; J. Robert Vogel, Dean Maltz, Jylle Menon Duij project team
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General Contractor: Shawmut
Design & Construction—Elizabeth Coburn, project manager; Scott Shear, project supervisor
Junk-bond investments aside, asset-management companies usually stick with the tried and true. But when Gregory Melchor sought new quarters on the San Francisco Bay Area peninsula for his small financial-management firm, he turned not to one of the midrise office buildings that line the U. S. 101 freeway corridor, but to a one-story former glass-fabrication plant located amid the shops and restaurants of downtown Palo Alto. His charge to Brayton & Hughes was simple and direct, recalls project architect Timothy Gemmill: "He asked for something exciting, fun, unique, colorful, and unpretentious." Although Melchor's program for a combination of open-plan and semi-enclosed offices for eight employees was likewise straightforward, a city mandate to seismically upgrade the building while preserving its Streamline Moderne character raised challenges that went beyond interior décor.

The architects responded by tying inverted V-shaped steel tubes into the building's poured-concrete and wood-truss structure, and by leaving its original red-and-white glass-tile facade largely intact, complete with 1939-vintage Acme Glass Co. sign. Inside the 2,400-square-foot concrete shell, they devised a semitransparent 10-foot-high wall system of one- by two-inch wood lath nailed to a frame of two-by-fours, all painted bright yellow. Together with two boxlike elements that enclose restrooms and other back-of-the-house functions, the yellow wall forms the principal circulation axis while defining a series of white plastic-laminate workstations, a conference room, and a reception area.

Though freestanding, the yellow wall is structurally reinforced by steel channels that double as housing for incandescent task and uplighting. (The offices enjoy additional natural light through a central clerestory, which Brayton & Hughes created by enlarging the building's tiny original skylights.) Throughout the interior, the architects sought to preserve, and in some cases enhance, the building's industrial character. For example, light spray-painting produced a whitewashed effect that reveals the wood grain of the structure's bowstring roof trusses, while a new topping slab laid over the existing floor is finished with hand-rubbed concrete stain. "We especially liked the quality of the factory's walls," Gemmill observes; accordingly, while most of the workstation areas are clad in conventional gypsum board, the architects elected to leave one concrete wall as they found it—old paint, pockmarks, and all. Paul M. Schner
In contrast to gypboard-finished workstations (top left and right), the concrete wall of a back-of-the-house corridor remains exposed (bottom left). A conference room (bottom right and opposite) features a sheet-steel magnetic display board and a custom-designed table with zinc top and black-painted wood base.

Credits
Melchor Corporate Offices
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Owners: The Melchor Corporation
Architect: Brayton & Hughes Design Studio—Richard Brayton, Timothy Gemmill, David Darling, project team
Consultants: Mardi Burnham (art); H. J. Pegenkoib Associates (structural engineering)
General Contractor: Jack & Cohen Construction
Josh Schweitzer brings high drama back to Lloyd Wright's landmark Samuel-Navarro house.

Keaton House
Los Angeles, California
Schweitzer BIM, Architect
aced with the task of renovating a much-altered, idiosyncratic 1926 house by Frank Lloyd Wright’s son, Lloyd, into the Hollywood Hills home of actress Diane Keaton, Josh Schweitzer made gestures that are larger than life, modifying the original design by meshing it with his own architecture. By stripping down the existing structure to its barest spatial relationships, Schweitzer created a spare stage set for his actors: a giant clock, oversized furniture, six-inch-square handrails and glowing, building block-like soffits. The result is Lloyd Wright with a twist.

The original Samuel-Navarro house was strong on image, short on real space, and lacking internal logic. The bulk of the house consisted of foundations and a mechanical room, on top of which Wright arranged a few modest-sized rooms. Terraces carved into the hill were tied to the house with pergolas and block walls. Only the top level, a studio, seemed airily liberated, floating above the massive structure and the sprawl of Hollywood below.

For all his alterations, Schweitzer treated the original building with more than respect: he revealed it. After floors were stripped down to concrete, a local scenic artist was called in to artificially weather them. Aluminum sliders added over the years were replaced with windows and doors based on Wright’s original designs. Lighting and air conditioning were hidden in troughs, and existing faucets were sanded and sealed. The arrowhead motif Wright used for copper fascias was copied for lightweight concrete screens in the showers and over the mantle, while lights were inserted into some of the original fascias to make them glow. “We had some difficult choices about what to restore,” recalls Schweitzer. “The house kept changing from the moment Wright designed it. I thought the most important thing was to understand his sense of space. It was a small house, but by making things tall and narrow, he gave it grandeur.”

Having recovered Wright’s drama, Schweitzer then added some of his own. The entry hall, where a split staircase ties the levels scaling the hill, was punctuated through the insertion of a giant clock. A giant lamp faces the restored fireplace in the living room, and the requisite “entertainment center” becomes a geometric snakelike cabinet slithering through the split-level living areas. A similar object filled with secret storage compartments organizes the awkwardly shaped studio carved into the base.

There’s no mistaking what is old and what is new, and both share what Schweitzer calls a “slightly perverse sense of scale.” For Schweitzer, that perversion hints at another world—a world where the traditional relationship between objects and scale is called into question. That, says Schweitzer, is what architecture is all about, and that is the plot of this Hollywood drama. Aaron Betsky
Faced with a vertical labyrinth of spaces, Schweitzer clarified the plan by stripping the lower level of the new home-office to its structure (top and bottom), emphasizing the horizontality of the main level, and turning the top level into the master bedroom (following pages). None of the original structure was removed or hidden. Instead, elements such as Schweitzer's giant clock (middle right) and the Wright motifs over the fireplace (middle left) were used to focus various spaces as necessary, creating a contrast between the modestly scaled rooms and oversized decorative objects. The arrowhead motif reappears in original copper fascias (opposite), which Schweitzer repeated on the exterior of the master bedroom.

Credits
Keaton House
Los Angeles, California
Owner: Diane Keaton
Architect: Schweitzer BIM—Josh Schweitzer, principal-in-charge; Patrick Ousey, project architect; Scott Prentice, Lee Ann Fleming, project team
Consultants: Cavallo Furniture Refinishing, Inc; Carl Eaves (special finishes, wood cabinetwork)
General Contractor: Nick Such
On Top of the Situation

Specify a Bilco scuttle and put your client on top of the situation. With a Bilco scuttle, rooftop access occurs from within the building itself, eliminating the hazards and inconveniences of outside ladders. No more worries about wet, slippery ladder rungs, the unattractive appearance of a fixed exterior ladder or the need to use an extension ladder. With an inside ladder, opportunities for vandalism are reduced as well.

Available in aluminum or steel, Bilco scuttles are designed and built to provide long, trouble-free service. The integral cap flashing, fully welded corner joints and thermoplastic rubber gasketing ensure complete weathertightness.

For safety, convenience and easy one-hand cover operation, nothing can match a Bilco scuttle. See our catalog in Sweet’s or send for a copy.

Circle 46 on inquiry card

The Bilco Company, P.O. Box 1203, New Haven, CT 06505

CORNER GUARDS

QUALITY,

STYLE,

COLOR,

PRICE,

DELIVERY

Grate Designs for Great Designers

Every designer and planner knows a quality tree grate must be more than a thing of beauty. It must also be defect-free to handle weather and wear. Versatile to accommodate an endless variety of proposed design configurations. And changes! Expandable when required, to allow trees to grow after installation. Our quality tree grates are all these things…and more! Write for the full story and FREE tree grate catalog.

NEENAH FOUNDRY COMPANY

Box 729, Neenah, WI 54957
If you can’t wait, call 414/725-7000
Quality castings produced entirely in the U.S.A.
Circle 47 on inquiry card

INSTITUTIONAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION

CALL TOLL FREE
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
NATIONWIDE: 1-800-543-1729
FAX: 1-414-679-9137
Circle 47 on inquiry card

Manufacturer of Door and Wall Protection Products

134 Architectural Record September 1991
Wall Protection
Catalog features railings, guards, bumpers, and wall panels to decorate impact-prone surfaces. Colorways, materials, and mounting options shown in photos and detail drawings. Pawling Corp.

Dry-set Glazing

Opacifier
Duranar Direct-to-Glass coatings can be applied as a solid color or screen printed in decorative patterns, on any glass surface, even over metallic coatings. PPG Industries.

Exit Devices
Push bars and matching exterior locksets for life-safety and fire-rated exits are shown in all available architectural-finish options. 32 pages. Adams Rite Mfg. Co.

Rockwool Insulation
Outlines the performance and installation benefits of Paroc batt and board products for curtain-wall, sound-attenuation, and fire-safing insulation. Partek North America, Inc.

Partitions
Brochure illustrates room dividers, storage, and ceilings installed in five Swiss projects. Storage modules may be relocated as a single unit. Dividers may be glazed or fabric-finished. Clestra Hauserman Inc.

The Perfect Complement: Radii Water Coolers
BY OASIS, OF COURSE.
Contemporary, functional, beautiful. And Radii water coolers by Oasis add the final touch. They serve the handicapped and anyone else with 8 GPH of chilled drinking water. Components in these water coolers/fountains are lead free as defined by the Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments of 1986, and the Lead Contamination Control Act of 1988. See the full line of Radii coolers and fountains in Sweet's or Hutton Files. Or call your Oasis distributor, listed in the Yellow Pages. Ebo Manufacturing Co., 265 N. Hamilton Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43213-0150.

For more information circle item, members on Reader Service Cards.

Continued on page 153.

Circle 51 on inquiry card
Omnia invites you to consider our newest designs...each a finely crafted statement that speaks eloquently of elegance.

This latest collection from Omnia is an artful blending of rich materials. Here, brass meets chrome with flawless integration; cool marble is mounted in beautifully contoured knobs and levers; and, clear acrylic flows from sleek, sculpted brass.

To enhance the elegance of the knobs and levers, all of the roses are designed with concealed mounting screws. This integrates the hardware with the door in a fashion fine design demands. Deluxe? Undeniably. But, when the hardware is as important as the interiors it introduces, the choice is clear.

Omnia hardware is available through leading distributors coast to coast. For the name of your nearest dealer, please contact:
Omnia Industries, Inc., Five Cliffside Drive, Box 330, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009, (201) 239-7272.
Manufacturer Sources

For your convenience in locating building materials and other products shown in this month’s feature articles, RECORD has asked the architects to identify the products specified.

Pages 74-79
Issac Mizrahi and Company
Anderson/Schwartz Architects

Pages 80-87
Central Park West Apartment
Roger Ferri Architect


Pages 88-93
15 and B. Gerald Cantor Auditorium
Brooklyn Museum
Ivata Iszaki & Associates/James Stewart Psebek & Partners, Architects

Pages 94-99
Warehouse Renovation
Anthony Ames Architect

Pages 106-107
Chicago Tribune Lobby Renovation
The Office of John Vinci, Inc., Architect

Pages 108-115
1 Presidential Loft, New York City
Williams Billie Tsien and Associates

Pages 116-121
Joseph Abboud
Bentley LaRosa Salasky Architects & Decorators

Pages 122-125
Offices for the Melchor Corporation
Bryant & Hughes Design Studio, Architect

Pages 126-133
Keaton House
Schweitzer BIM, Architect

1 year, eight giraffes,

one Raynor Perforated Slat Service Door,

one Raynor Distributor.

RAYNOR PERFORATED ROLLING DOORS

There's no way to predict what unusual things will go behind a perforated rolling door. So it's smart to specify Raynor, because nothing stands as tall behind a Raynor Door as a Raynor Distributor. To locate the one nearest you, call 1-800-545-0455.

Circle 53 on inquiry card
The professional door and hardware consultant is there for you from specification to job completion. For take-offs, product knowledge and codes, the Architectural Hardware Consultant (AHC) and the Certified Door Consultant (CDC) know the construction business.

Let them open doors for you.

For more information contact:
Door and Hardware Institute
14170 Newbrook Drive
Chantilly, VA 22021-2223
703/222-2010
FAX: 703/222-2410
Product Literature Showcase

Here are some building products catalogs, brochures and technical literature available in the architectural market today. To receive your copy of any of them, just fill out and return one of the special Reader Service cards bound into this Product Literature Showcase.

Reynobond® Aluminum Composite Cladding Panels

Metal Architecture magazine featured Reynobond® material in a cover story, "Smooth-faced Standout." The Sun Bank Building in Sarasota, with 70% KYNAR® Color Weld® 300XL Bright Silver Metallic coated panels, is explained from the developer's & architect's perspective. Reprints available with supporting product data. Specify on request. Reynolds Metals Co., P.O. Box 27003, Richmond, VA 23261. 804-281-3629.

Reynolds Metals
Circle 500 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.


Crown Point Cabinetry announces publication of their Planning Guide for Professional Designers, a 156-page specification catalog for architects. This guide details over 2,500 cabinets, options and accessories available from this family owned custom cabinet maker. Architects are entitled to this publication at no charge. To receive your copy, call Brian Stowell at (603) 543-1218.

Crown Point Cabinetry
Circle 501 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Chadsworth Incorporated

Authentic Replication Columns follow the specs derived from the fifteenth century Renaissance master architect, Vignola. Architectural Stock Tuscan, Contemporary and Art Deco columns in pine, redwood and other wood species. Diameters -6'-36'. Heights to 40'. CHADSWORTH - Expect the Best! Catalogs or information box 53268, Dept. 9, Atlanta, GA 30355. Ph. 404-876-5410. Fax 404-876-4492.

Chadsworth Incorporated
Circle 502 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

FREE X-Ray Room Planning Guide

New guide illustrates user-designed installations of CLEAR-Pb Lead-Plastic Modular Barriers and Windows in hospitals, radiation therapy centers. CLEAR-Pb is a transparent, lead-impregnated plastic sheet in lead equivalencies from 0.3 to 2.0 mm, over 200 stock sizes up to 6 x 8 ft. (larger on special order.) Nuclear Associates.

Nuclear Associates
Circle 503 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Multi-Port Ventilation

Fantech introduces it's new addition to their "remote fan" family, the CVS Series. These Central Ventilation Systems are made to ventilate 2, 3 or 4 different venting points with a single fan. Manufactured in a variety of C.F.M. ranges, and are available through quality minded H.V.A.C. and electrical distributors nationwide. For a full catalog, call 813-351-2947 or fax 813-355-0377.

Fantech, Inc.
Circle 504 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Weatherstripping, Thresholds, Sills, Gasketing

PEMKO'S new full-line catalog of commercial, residential, and consumer products exhibits thresholds, sills, gasketing, astragals, reversible automatic door bottoms and more. PEMKO'S many new features include adjustable thresholds and sills, locking astragals, products available with painted white and bright dip gold anodized finishes, and UL fire labeling. Call us PEMKO: (805) 642-2600, Fax (805) 642-4109.

Pemko
Circle 505 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.
PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE

The First Fireplace CADD Support Program

And it's free! Now you can add fireplace systems to your plans quickly. Our Firesight program offers a complete symbol product library with full 3-D representation of every Superior fireplace. Firesight is for use with AutoCad® Release 10 or other DXF CADD programs. Just mail or FAX us your business card along with this ad and we'll send you our Firesight disks for free. Superior Fireplace Co., 4325 Artesia Ave., Fullerton, CA, 92633. FAX: 714-521-5223.

Superior Fireplace Co.
Circle 506 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Decorative Grilles

Unusual visual effects emerge when our grilles are designed for area effects. Versatility is the theme. R&G offers architects and interior designers many ways to express the changing forms of metal with the integrity of R&G's architectural grilles. Custom or standard finishes are available plus any grille can be made in matching color to blend with your decor. 202 Norman Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11222. 800-521-4896 fax 718-349-2611.

Register & Grille Mfg., Co.
Circle 507 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Ways To Retrofit Shown In Brochure

Effective metal roof solutions to roof problems are featured in "RETROFIT — the permanent solution for roofs, walls and facades." Designed for the fast-growing building retrofit market, brochure shows how to eliminate leaky roofs, improve building energy efficiency, and enhance exterior appearance. Charts document cost-effectiveness of metal roof systems.

Ceco Buildings Division
Circle 508 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Watercolors, Inc.

The EDWARDIAN RANGE of Faucets & Accessories imported from Great Britain, are individually hand cast. Washbasin Sets (Spread & Monoblock), Bath Fillers (Deck & Wall Mounted), Handshower, Thermostatic Mixers & Accessories have porcelain trim as they did 100 years ago. The solid brass fittings are available in finishes of Brass, Chrome & Nickel. (914)-424-3327.

Watercolors, Inc.
Circle 509 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

CycLoops™ Bike Racks in 170 Designer Colors

The Original CycLoops bicycle rack as well as the new Wall, Bollard and Super CycLoops variations are now offered in over 170 special designer color coatings plus the standard galvanized and stainless steel versions. Several standard colors and all sizes are available for QUICK SHIPMENT. Choose from embedded or surface mounting. Call 1-800/547-1940 (ext. 555) for free specifier literature.

Columbia Cascade Co.
Circle 510 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Flexco Company Resilient Flooring

Flexco produces outstanding rubber & solid vinyl flooring products for a wide variety of commercial uses. Sold through an international network of over 125 distributors, Flexco products combine beauty & functionality. Their unique color palettes & styling offer high design potential for environments with even the heaviest traffic. This catalog features all Flexco products. Catalogs or info. 1-800-933-3151, Fax 404-454-9435.

Flexco
Circle 511 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

A Practical Solution to Roof Paver Stone Applications

New bulletin shows a way to transform a roof into a patio, terrace, balcony, walkway, plaza podium, promenade, or just plain roof deck, using the Pave-El Pedestal System. Designed to elevate, level, and space paver stones for drainage in any weather, Pave-El reliably protects roof, paver stone, membrane and insulation. Ellicott Station Box 119, Buffalo, NY 14205. 416-252-2090.

Envirospec, Inc.
Circle 512 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

New Fire-Protection Literature Package

The new literature package contains technical data sheets and brochures. Fiberfrax® ceramic fiber products are used extensively in passive fire-protection applications. Most Fiberfrax® products are noncombustible and achieve zero flame-spread and smoke-developed ratings per ASTM E-84. They provide solutions when light weight, thin materials are needed to prevent flame penetration and to obtain significant temperature decrease.

The Carborundum Co.
Circle 513 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.
Trash / Soiled Linen
Automatic Transport

Design assistance to ARCHITECTS & ENGINEERS upon request.

HOSPITALS, HOTELS, OFFICE BUILDINGS and APARTMENTS
Reduce elevator requirements, corridor congestion and cross-contamination by providing pneumatic transport of soiled linen and/or trash through concealed pipe. Tech. Info. # 512-863-7549.

Trans-Vac Systems
Circle 514 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Outwater Plastics

offers the Orac Decor Collection produced of high density polyurethane. Extremely durable, easy to work with, lightweight, simple to install. Architectural products such as cornice moldings, panel moldings, chair rail, wall lighting, ceiling medallions, arches, corbels, pilasters and columns. Excellent for new exterior/interior designs, commercial and residential. Free catalog available. Outwater Plastics, 4 Passaic St, Wood-Ridge, NJ 07075. 1-800-888-3315.

Outwater Plastics
Circle 515 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Engineered For Heavy Duty Performance

GNI™ 36 series joists from Louisiana-Pacific are stronger, stiffer, lighter and more reliable than solid sawn lumber joists. The LVL flanges are a full 2-1/4" wide, and the webs are made of oriented strand board. Designed to handle extra long spans and heavy loads, they're ideal for use in light commercial construction.

Louisiana-Pacific
Circle 516 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

New Infinite Possibilities Brochure

Color brochure introduces EUROPEAN CASTLE STONE, new addition to the Pro-Fit® line of manufactured stone veneer. CUSTOM COLORS. Now you can achieve that very special look with Cultured Stone® in a custom color. Toll free U.S. and Canada (800)225-7462. In Calif. (800)445-9877.

Stucco Stone Products, Inc.
Circle 517 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Open & Private Offices
A Single Source

transwall combines these two basic wall requirements for today's high tech office with a Sounddivider® open plan stem and the full height corporate series. The two systems offer complete interchangeability of wall mounting components, as well as compatibility in design and appearance. Modular furniture blends with panel mounted work surfaces. Electrical and electronic ports are system integrated.

transwall Corporation
Circle 518 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Natural Stone Fireplaces - Resource Guide

TULIKIVI Fireplaces and Bakeovens combine an internal counterflow combustion system with nature's finest material for retaining heat. soapstone - to provide a highly efficient and clean-burning fireplace. A brilliant 2 hour fire radiates heat for up to 24 hours. Call 800-843-3473 for a FREE 28-page color Resource and Planning Guide. Fireplaces manufactured in the USA.

Tulikivi Group
Circle 519 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

New Roofing Manual For Architects

Roofing manufacturer U.S. Intec's new specification manual uses a Construction specification institute format to outline application procedures for its line of modified bitumen roofing products - including Brial APP and SBS membranes and MWeld prefabricated and pre-flashed roofing accessories. U.S. Intec is a leading manufacturer of modified bitumen and built-up roofing products and accessories. For more info call 1-800-62-INTEC.

U.S. Intec
Circle 520 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

CFMS (Computer-based Financial Mgt. System)

Harper and Shuman develops, sells and supports financial management software specifically for architects. The only system of its kind sponsored by the AIA. MICRO/CFMS runs on PCs and CFMS runs on the DEC VAX. A modular approach lets you buy only what you need. Call today 1-800-275-2525. Harper and Shuman, Inc.

Harper & Shuman, Inc.
Circle 521 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.
PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE

Fritzatile: "First Impressions"

The Fritzatile 1991 catalog uses a combination of style, brilliant color & useful information to leave the reader with a positive first impression. This Fritzatile piece features pictures of the individual Fritzatile lines and installations where they've been best used to help the architect achieve his vision. For specifiers, the catalog features extensive technical info. For quality and style, it's Fritzatile, P.O. Drawer 171040, Dallas, TX 75217 (800)955-1323.

Fritzatile
Circle 522 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Ceramic Wall & Floor Tile

United States Ceramic Tile Company, East Sparta, OH, offers a complete variety of domestic glazed and unglazed floor and wall tiles with sizes ranging from nominal 1" unglazed tiles up to 8" glazed tiles, with a wide variety of finishes, textures, and sizes in between. Phone toll free 800-321-0684 for more information or literature.

United States Ceramic Tile
Circle 523 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Warmth and Beauty: Buff Cement Concrete

TXI Buff cement is a light tan-colored portland pozzolana cement that is exceptionally uniform in color, physical and chemical characteristics. TXI Buff cement enhances the beauty and creates a warm aesthetic environment with consistent, natural color. For more information, call Texas Industries, Inc. (800) 366-4894. Texas Industries, Inc., 7610 Stemmons, Dallas, TX 75247.

Texas Industries, Inc.
Circle 524 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Responder III Plus Touchscreen Nurse Call System

The system features an easy to use full English touchscreen nurse master which guides staff through different functions and displays patient calls on remote television sets. Local systems can be networked together to transfer control between systems and also be interfaced to a pocket page system to instantly notify staff of incoming calls.

Rauland-Borg Corporation
Circle 525 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Storage Lockers

A heavy duty, all steel woven wire locker for storage areas in multi-family buildings. Choice of single or double tier units, in stock or custom sizes. Easy to install. Many advantages over solid wall lockers. Send for free brochure or call 1-800-626-1816.

Wirecrafters, Inc.
Circle 526 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Insulated Porcelain on Aluminum Window Panels

Mapes porcelainized aluminum panels are ideal for window retrofit, curtainwall and fascia applications. Porcelain on aluminum is warranted for 25 years against crazing, cracking or fading. Panels are available in 1/4" and insulated up to 4". For more information and a free sample, please contact Mapes Industries, P.O. Box 80069, Lincoln, Nebraska 68501 - Phone (800) 228-2391.

Mapes Industries
Circle 527 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

Seating Elegance for the 90's

American Seating's Centrum 3 auditorium chair offers contemporary style for a variety of facilities. Centrum 3 blends form with function to provide elegant appearance and efficient operation with many specialized accessories for varying applications. Centrum's automatic articulating back permits maximum seating capacity while beam mounting of modules eliminates clutter, facilitates maintenance and provides custom sizing flexibility.

American Seating Co.
Circle 528 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

New Exterior Sign System by MODULEX

"MANHATTAN" - a new unique and elegant external sign design has been introduced by MODULEX. Its monolithic sign has a self-supporting construction. With modular aluminum parts sizes you can build over 7 different sign designs. More than 50 standard colors available. Easy to specify, easy assemble on location. More information call 1-800-632-4321.

Modulex Inc.
Circle 529 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.
**Skywall Architectural Glass Skylights**

Skywall Architectural Glass Skylights add aesthetic appeal to enhance special projects, while offering strength, safety and durability. Choose clear, tinted or reflective in monolithic or insulated glass. A wide choice of styles — Lean-To, Ridge, Hip Ridge, Pyramid, Polygon and Segmented Barrel Vault. Factory-tested and assembled to assure proper installation and performance. Custom engineered to meet specified load requirements. Free color brochure. 1-800-251-3001.

**K-Ply, Inc.**

Circle 538 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

---

**CEDARPLY** is natural western red cedar-faced plywood for exterior cladding or interior paneling. Available in six appearance grades, three surface textures, panel sizes to 4 ft. by 10 ft., eight groove profiles and thicknesses 1/4" through 1-1/8". Versatile, lightweight, easily installed and beautifully holds a finish. CEDARPLY combines cedar's many qualities with plywood's economy.

**K-Ply, Inc.**

Circle 539 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

---

**Classic Illumination Inc. Handcrafted Lighting**

Classic Illumination, Inc. Hand Crafted Fixtures of solid brass. Our designs range from authentic Victorian reproductions to the contemporary. Each fixture is made to order with your choice of finish, height and shade. Our finishes include polished brass, three degrees of antiqued brass, verdigris, classic bronze, antiqued silver and chrome. We specialize in custom work. 2743 9th St., Berkeley, CA 94710. 415-849-1842.

**K-Ply, Inc.**

Circle 540 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

---

**Best Buy: Ruegg Prisma**

The zero-clearance, high-end fireplaces from Ruegg Switzerland offer limitless design possibilities and energy efficiency for the discriminating homeowner. A filtered air exchange system, unique retracting glass door and 38,000-55,000 BTU heat return earned the Prisma fireplace a "Best Buy" award from Consumer's Digest magazine September 1990.

**K-Ply, Inc.**

Circle 541 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

---

**Vulcraft Steel Joists, Joist Girders & Steel Deck**

Colorful new 22-page brochure from Vulcraft, the largest producer of steel joists in the country. Brochure details the advantages of steel joists and joist girders. It also presents interesting case histories from across the country that document the use of Vulcraft joists, joist girders and steel deck in a wide range of buildings.

**Vulcraft**

Circle 542 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

---

**Architectural Concrete Coloring Products**

Limitless design options are possible using L.M. Scofield’s quality products to color-condition and harden concrete. CHROMIX Admixture and LITHOCHROME Color Hardener are designed to permanently and cost-effectively beautify architectural concrete. Charts show standard and new designer colors. Literature details applications and cost. Call (800) 800-9900, (213) 723-5285, (404) 920-1200.

**L.M. Scofield**

Circle 543 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

---

**Ancor Granite Tile**

produces over a dozen granites in a variety of finishes for residential, commercial and institutional use. Standard format is 12 x 12 x 3/8"; other sizes up to 18 x 18 x 1/2" available. Polished and honed tiles are fully calibrated for economical thin-set installation. Ancor's honed finish tile is particularly suitable for high traffic commercial areas. Ancor Granite Tile, 435 Port Royal West, Montreal, Quebec H3L 2C3 Canada. Phone: (514) 385-9366, Fax: (514) 382-3533.

**Ancor Granite Tile Inc.**

Circle 544 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.

---

**Floor and Stair Coverings Brochure**

Contains helpful illustrations and specifications on floor safety and other rubber floor and stair tread systems featuring many different marbled or plain raised and surface designs in all decor colors. Included are rubblishing and riser materials, vinyl treads and risers, floor and stair tile at recommended adhesives. Musson Rubber Co., P.O. Box 7038, Akron, OH 44309.

**Musson Rubber Co.**

Circle 545 on the PRODUCT LITERATURE SHOWCASE inquiry card.